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Over the past decades, mixed-integer optimization problems have attracted a lot attentions. Two
popular topics are the scheduling problems of semiconductor manufacturing, and operation problems of
distributed energy systems. On the one hand, the increasing pressure to meet demand is forcing
semiconductor manufacturers to seek efficient scheduling methods. On the other hand, with world’s
increasing energy demand and growing environmental concerns, efficient utilization of energy is essential.
Lithography, with a limited number of expensive resources, is a major bottleneck in memory chip
manufacturing. Because of its complex characteristics and large sizes of practical problems, developing
effective scheduling approaches is challenging. In this thesis, a mixed-integer linear formulation is
established for high-volume and low-variety manufacturing through novel resource-based modeling instead
of traditional lot-based. To solve this problem efficiently by branch-and-cut, a two-phase approach is
established based on convex hull analysis.
The solution methodology for litho machine scheduling can also be used for other mixed-integer linear
problems such as distributed energy system (DES) operation. Energy demands and energy supplied by
different devices are characterized by different levels of quality, which is measured by exergy in
thermodynamics. Exergy is destroyed in various processes, with limited amount of exergy in fossil fuels, it
is therefore important to match demand and supply in quantity and quality to avoid exergy waste. Flexible
DESs provide a desirable infrastructure. An exergy-based optimization approach is therefore developed for
DES operation to reduce energy costs and the exergy losses by considering the whole energy supply chain
from energy resources to user demands. To capture the complicated interactions among energy devices and
capture the exergy loss of each energy device, exergy networks are established with detailed device and

water network models. The mixed-integer problem is efficiently solved by our latest surrogate Lagrangian
relaxation with branch-and-cut. With renewables, a similar DES operation problem is considered to
minimize energy and emission costs. To overcome the difficulty caused by the intermittent nature of
renewables, PV uncertainties are modeled by a Markovian process. For effective coordination, other
devices are modeled as Markov processes with states depending on PV states. The entire problem is
stochastic and Markovian, and solved by branch-and-cut. To take capital and maintenance costs into
account in the long run, the design problem is also considered to decide device sizes with given types. To
evaluate the lifetime cost including the reliability cost under different types of grid connection, a linear
model is established. By selecting a limited number of possible device size combinations, exhaustive search
is used to find the optimized design.
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Chapter 1

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivations
Over the past decades, mixed-integer optimization problems have attracted a lot attentions. Among them,
two popular topics are the scheduling problems of semiconductor manufacturing, and operation and design
problems of power systems. The increasing pressure to meet demand is forcing semiconductor
manufacturers to seek efficient scheduling methods. Lithography, with a limited number of expensive
resources and the re-entrant nature of the fabrication processes, is a major bottleneck [1]. Lithography is
the process of transferring circuit patterns to the surface of a wafer by selectively exposing light through a
reticle, where a wafer is developed layer by layer. Before processing a specific layer, a machine and a
corresponding reticle need to be set up. In addition, reticles need to be recalibrated after processing a certain
number of layers, and sometimes a set of layers must be processed on the same machine. Because of these
processing requirements and the large sizes of practical problems, developing effective scheduling
approaches is challenging. In addition, the mixed-integer problem is believed to be NP hard.
The solution methodology for litho machine scheduling problems can also be used for other mixedinteger linear problems such as operation problems of distributed energy systems. Energy demands such as
electricity and space heating are characterized by different levels of quality. Energy supplied by devices
such as combined heat and power and heat pumps with different energy resources (e.g., natural gas and
1

electricity) also has different levels of quality. In thermodynamics, such quality is measured by exergy,
which is destroyed in various processes [2-7]. With limited amount of exergy in fossil fuels, it is important
to match demand and supply in both quantity and quality to avoid waste of exergy and improve
sustainability. Distributed Energy Systems (DESs), where energy is made available close to end-users,
provide a unique opportunity to show the benefits of the exergy analysis. The problem is challenging in
view of the complicated interactions among devices and the modeling of exergy losses.
With world’s increasing energy demand and growing environmental concerns, efficient utilization of
energy is essential for sustainable living, especially renewable energy. Reliable and flexible microgrids,
which can operate under the grid-connected mode and can also turn into an islanded mode [8, 9], provide a
promising opportunity and a desirable infrastructure. In microgrids, different distributed energy devices,
such as gas turbines, photovoltaic panels, and natural gas boilers, generate and store different types of
energy such as electricity, steam, and hot/chilled water to satisfy time-varying electricity and thermal
demand. They should be coordinated through daily operation to reduce the energy cost and greenhouse gas
emissions. Optimized microgrid operation, however, is challenging because of the intermittent nature of
renewables. To consider capital and maintenance costs in the long run, microgrid design (device types and
sizes) is also critical. The design problem is also challenging since the problem complexity increases
exponentially as the problem size increases, and energy resources (e.g., solar irradiance), fuel prices, and
load are uncertain. In addition, the reliability costs, i.e., costs of microgrid protection devices and costs of
unserved load when there is no power supply, are hard to estimate.

1.2 Major Contributions
To overcome the above difficulties, this dissertation develops three novel approaches as follows.
1.

Litho machine scheduling for high-volume and low-variety manufacturing. Lithography, with a
limited number of expensive resources and the re-entrant nature of the fabrication processes, is a major
2

bottleneck. Because of its complex characteristics and the large sizes of practical problems, developing
effective scheduling approaches is challenging. In this work, a mixed-integer linear problem is
established with novel modeling of resource setups, reticle expirations, and future stacking layer load
balancing. To solve this NP problem efficiently, a two-phase approach is established by using branchand-cut with convex hull analysis.
2.

Exergy-based operation optimization of distributed energy systems. The second topic is to develop an
exergy-based operation optimization approach by considering the whole energy supply chain from
energy resources to user demands of a distributed energy systems. To capture the complicated
interactions among energy devices and capture the exergy loss of each energy step/device, exergy
networks are established with detailed device models and water network models. A multi-objective
mixed-integer problem is formulated to reduce energy costs and the exergy losses at the conversion
step. By solving the problem with our latest surrogate Lagrangian relaxation and branch-and-cut, the
operators can choose the operation strategy from the Pareto frontier based on costs, essential in the
short run, and sustainability, crucial in the long run.

3.

Operation and design optimization of microgrids. The last topic is to develop mathematical
formulations and optimization methods for operation and design of microgrids. The operation problem
is to commit and dispatch distributed devices with renewable generation to minimize energy and
emission costs while meeting forecasted energy demand. To overcome the difficulty caused by the
intermittent nature of renewables, PV uncertainties are modeled by a Markovian process. For effective
coordination, other devices are modeled as Markov processes with states depending on PV states. The
entire problem is stochastic and Markovian. This combinatorial problem is solved by branch-and-cut.
Beyond energy and emission costs, the design problem is to decide device sizes with given types to
minimize the lifetime cost while satisfying energy demand. To evaluate the lifetime cost including the
reliability cost and the classic components such as capital and fuel costs, a linear model is established.
3

By selecting a limited number of possible device size combinations, exhaustive search is used to find
the optimized design.

1.3 Organization of this Thesis
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces litho machine scheduling for highvolume and low-variety manufacturing. Chapter 3 presents exergy-based operation of distributed energy
systems. Chapter 4 discusses operation and design optimization of microgrids.

References
[1] E. Akcali, K. Nemoto, and R. Uzsoy, “Cycle-Time improvements for photolithography process in
semiconductor manufacturing,” IEEE Transactions on Semiconductor Manufacturing, Vol. 14, No. 1,
pp. 48-56, 2001.
[2] ECBCS - Annex 49 - Low Exergy Systems for High Performance Buildings and Communities,
homepage. Available <http://www.ecbcs.org/annexes/annex49.htm>.
[3] D. Schmidt Low exergy systems for high performance buildings and communities, Energy and
Buildings 41 (2009) 331-336.
[4] J. Szargut International progress in second law analysis, Energy 5 (1980) 709-718.
[5] IEA/ECBCS Annex 37, Low Exergy Systems for Heating and Cooling (2003).
[6] D. Schmidt Design of low exergy buildings – method and a pre-design tool, The International Journal
of Low Energy and Sustainable Buildings 3 (2004) 1–2.
[7] J. Szargut, D.R. Morris, F.R. Stewerd Exergy analysis of thermal, chemical and metallurgical processes
(1988) New York: Hemisphere.
[8] N. Hatziargyriou, H. Asano, R. Iravani, and C. Marnay, “Microgrids,” IEEE Power and Energy
Magazine, Vol. 5, Issue 4, pp. 78-94, 2007.
[9] F. Katiraei and M. R. Iravani, “Power management strategies for a microgrid with multiple distributed
generation units,” IEEE Transactions on power systems, Vol. 21, Issue 4, pp. 1821-1831, 2006.
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Chapter 2

2 Litho Machine Scheduling with Convex Hull Analyses

The increasing pressure to meet demand are forcing semiconductor manufacturers to seek efficient
scheduling methods. Lithography, with a limited number of expensive resources and the re-entrant nature
of the fabrication processes, is a major bottleneck. This chapter presents a litho machine scheduling
formulation for high-volume and low-variety manufacturing over a day, with novel modeling of resource
setups, reticle expirations, and future stacking layer load balancing. The problem is believed to be NP hard.
After linearization and simplification, it is solved by using the branch-and-cut method by exploiting
problem linearity. Near-optimal solutions for practical problems, however, are still difficult to obtain
efficiently. Through detailed analyses, it was discovered that the convex hull of the problem is difficult to
delineate and many low-efficient branching operations are needed. A two-phase approach is therefore
established. In the first phase, a simplified problem with certain complicating constraints dropped is
efficiently solved by exploiting linearity to reduce ranges of decision variables. The problem with the full
set of constraints is then solved in the second phase with a much reduced decision space. Numerical testing
shows that this two-phase approach can generate near-optimal schedules within reasonable amounts of
computation time. This two-phase approach is generic, and will have major implications on other
semiconductor scheduling problems and beyond.

5

2.1 Introduction
Lithography is the process of transferring circuit patterns to the surface of a wafer by selectively exposing
light through a reticle. During this process, a wafer is incrementally developed layer by layer in lots (Shr,
et al., 2008), where different products require different sets of layers to be completed. Lithography, with a
limited number of expensive resources and the re-entrant nature of the fabrication processes, is a major
bottleneck in semiconductor manufacturing (Akcali, et al., 2001). The increasing pressure to meet demand
is forcing manufacturers to seek efficient scheduling methods.
In a fab, litho machines are generally unique, and reticles are usually divided into groups based on
which product\layer they process. One machine usually requires one reticle to process a layer. Before
processing a specific layer, a machine and a corresponding reticle need to be set up, and excessive setups
are costly and undesirable. During processing, a lot needs a certain amount of time to be completed. In
addition, reticles need to be recalibrated after processing a certain number of lots. Reticles in the same
group therefore should not expire simultaneously to avoid reticle shortage. For certain products, a selected
set of layers (stacking layers) must be processed on the same machine for precision fabrication. The load
on machines processing stacking layers need to be balanced to prevent future overload or starvation. In our
problem, products have high volume and low variety, and a daily target is assigned to each product/layer.
Therefore there is no need to number and distinguish each lot. The problem is to allocate machines and
reticles over a day to meet the daily targets.
As will be reviewed in Section 2.2, reticle expiration was rarely addressed in the literature. Also, most
papers focused on balancing the current load, and rarely discussed the effect of machine assignments on
future load through stacking layers. In this work, a formulation for litho machine scheduling over a day is
established with novel modeling of resource setups, reticle expirations, and future stacking layer load in
Section 2.3. It contains four major sets of constraints regarding resource capacities, processing times,
maximal numbers of lots scheduled and setups. Since a setup time is generally much shorter than the
6

corresponding lot processing time, the time of setup is ignored and the number of setups is considered. To
simplify the formulation and to reduce the number of setups, it is assumed that all the lots assigned to a
machine to process a particular layer within the day will be processed under one setup. The objective
function is to meet targets, balance future load, avoid simultaneous reticle expirations, and avoid excessive
setups. Future stacking layer load can be adjusted through proper machine assignments, and simultaneous
reticle expirations can be avoided by spacing out expiration dates through proper reticle assignments. The
problem formulated above is linear and believed to be NP hard.
The problem is solved by using the branch-and-cut method in Section 2.4 after certain constraints are
simplified without sacrificing optimality. Branch-and-cut is powerful for certain classes of mixed-integer
linear optimization problems, and is easy to code by using commercial solvers. In the method, the
integrality-relaxed problem is solved first by using a linear programming method. If all integer decision
variables are integers, the solution is optimal to the original problem. If not, valid cuts are added trying to
obtain the convex hull. The idea is that once the convex hull is obtained, all integer decision variables of
the linear programming solution are integers and optimal to the original problem. The process of obtaining
the convex hull, however, is problem dependent, and can itself be NP hard. Low-efficient branching
operations may then be needed. We found that near-optimal solutions for practical problems are difficult
to obtain efficiently. Through detailed analyses, it was discovered that the convex hull is difficult to
delineate because of certain complicating constraints. A two-phase approach is therefore developed. In
the first phase, a simplified problem with those complicating constraints dropped is efficiently solved to
establish ranges of decision variables. The problem with the full set of constraints is then solved in the
second phase with a much reduced decision space.
The methods have been implemented by using IBM ILOG CPLEX, and three examples are presented
in Section 2.5. Numerical results show that the two-phase approach can generate near-optimal schedules
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within much reduced computation time than the one-phase approach. More importantly, this approach is
generic, and will have major implications on other semiconductor scheduling problems and beyond.

2.2 Literature Review
Developing effective scheduling approaches for semiconductor manufacturing is challenging because of its
complex re-entrant characteristics and the large sizes of practical problems. Approaches for litho machine
scheduling including heuristic rules and mathematical programming will be reviewed.
Heuristic rules with simulation techniques
Heuristic rules for litho machine scheduling are briefly reviewed with simulation techniques used to
valid them in most papers. A mixed-integer model for short-time capacity scheduling was developed in
Toktay and Uzsoy (1998), and the objective is to maximize throughput and the total amount of WIP
processed at each workcenter including lithography. Fast heuristics were presented for computation
efficiency. However, only a single product type was considered. A lot scheduling problem with capacity
scheduling and lot sequencing sub-problems was discussed in Akcali and Uzsoy (2000). Greedy heuristics
were used to solve the problem, and a simulation model of a wafer fabrication facility was used to examine
the effects of this method on lithography. For simplicity, the processing time of each layer required by each
lot was assumed to be identical on all machines. A method for load balancing in the lithography area based
on the greedy algorithm was discussed in Mönch, et al. (2001). A detailed simulation model was developed.
To improve load balancing in the lithography area, the lot assignment was decided at the time when the lots
were released. Three dispatching rules and four bottleneck scheduling rules for lithography were studied
in Lee et al. (2002), and the objective is to maximize the production volume. Some lot scheduling rules
were also developed for WIP balancing, and combinations of these rules were tested for various
performance measurements. This study was extended in Akcali et al. (2005), where machines were eligible
to process a specified subset of operations, and a setup was required when an operation was changed. The
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focus was on allocating the capacity to available jobs rather than making sequencing decisions. A number
of heuristic algorithms and a greedy randomized adaptive search procedure were presented. A model that
characterized the lithography process was developed in Arisha and Young (2004), and dispatching rules for
mask change reduction and setup reduction were studied. Dispatching strategies for regular lots and priority
lots were investigated in Yugma et al. (2007) to decrease cycle times and increase the number of daily
moves. To balance load, the “Resource Schedule and Execution Matrix” model was presented in Shr et al.
(2008), and the lot with the largest wait steps was assigned to the litho machine with the smallest load. For
simplicity, it was assumed that each lot had the same process steps and quantity, and each layer had the
same processing time. With heuristic rules, schedules can be efficiently obtained, but it is difficult to find
or know the optimal rules. Also, simulation can be time consuming.
Mathematical programming
Mathematical programming methods including Lagrangian relaxation, branch-and-bound and branchand-cut that have the capability to solve our problem are reviewed in this subsection. Lagrangian relaxation
is a popular method for mathematical programming. A real-time scheduling and dispatching framework
was developed in Chang and Liao (1994) for a semiconductor fab including lithography. The problem was
solved by using Lagrangian relaxation and network flow techniques without considering setups. Lagrange
relaxation was also used to solve a lot scheduling problem with aggregated process steps for high variety
and low volume fabrication in Liao et al. (1996). Only problems with short planning horizons (e.g., one
shift to one day) were considered due to complexity issues.
Branch-and-bound has also been used. A production control method was investigated in VargasVillamil and Rivera (2000), and it was applied to discrete event reentrant semiconductor manufacturing
lines for scheduling. A tradeoff was made between production rate and cycle time for overall optimality.
A mixed-integer stochastic programming model for capacity planning under demand uncertainty was
developed in Barahona et al. (2005). Cutting planes and a heuristic approach were used to improve
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computation efficiency of branch-and-bound. Still, computation efficiency remained to be challenging for
problems with larger numbers of scenarios and long periods.
Branch-and-cut has now been widely used. A WIP balancing concept was presented in Chung and
Jang (2009), and the bottleneck machines were divided into different load levels for higher throughput. The
mixed-integer formulation was solved by using CPLEX to decide the quantity of lots to be processed on
litho machines. It was believed that the model with lot precedence constraints would require longer
computation time. Branch-and-cut was also used to solve a single machine and multiple-lot-per-carrier
(front-opening unified pod) scheduling problem in Sarin et al. (2012), and the objective was to minimize
the sum of lot completion time. All carriers were assumed identical, and the processing time per wafer was
assumed the same. The method could solve a problem at the root node itself, while it could not solve largesized instances. It can be seen that for the papers with branch-and-cut, how to improve computation
efficiency is a major challenge.

2.3 Problem Formulation
As reviewed in Subsection 2.2, reticle expiration was rarely addressed in the literature. Also, most papers
focused on balancing the current load, and rarely discussed the effect of machine assignments on future
load through stacking layers. A novel formulation for litho machine scheduling over a day is established
in this subsection. It contains four major sets of constraints as presented in the first four subsubsections.
The objective function is to meet targets, balance future load, avoid simultaneous reticle expirations, and
avoid excessive setups as discussed in subsubsection 2.3.5. To solve the problem by using branch-and-cut,
a linear formulation is needed.

2.3.1 Resource capacity constraints
Consider a fab with M litho machines indexed by m and R reticles indexed by r as resources. There
are K discrete time slots indexed by k within a day. In the fab, P types of products with index p are processed,
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and each requires L types of layers with index l.
For one machine or reticle, there are only three statuses, processing, idle, and unavailable. To obtain
these statuses, a set of binary variables with machine, reticle and time indices is used here. Based on the
formulation in Wang and Luh (1996), the key decision variables are defined as follows:
1, if machine m is combined with reticle r

 mr ( k )   to process a layer at time slot k ;
0, otherwise.


Machine capacity, reticle capacity, machine-reticle matching, and resource maintenance constraints
are described as follows.
1) Machine capacity constraints
One machine requires only one reticle to process a layer at any time slot, i.e.,
 mr (k )  1, k , m.

(2.1)

r

2) Reticle capacity constraints
Likewise, one reticle requires only one machine to process a layer at any time slot, i.e.,
  mr (k )  1, k , r.

(2.2)

m

3) Machine-reticle matching constraints
Litho machines are generally unique, and machine m cannot be combined with the reticles in set SmRN
to process layers, i.e.,

 mr (k )  0, k , m, and r  SmRN .

(2.3)

4) Resource maintenance constraints
One machine is not available during maintenance, i.e.,
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 mr (k )  0, k  [bmM , cmM ], m  S MM and r,

(2.4)

where SMM is the set of machines that need to do maintenance within the day, and bmM and cmM are the
beginning time and the completion time of maintenance on machine m.
The modeling of reticle maintenance is similar.
2.3.2

Processing time requirements
As mentioned earlier, the time of setup is ignored and the number of setups is considered since a setup

time is generally much shorter than the corresponding lot processing time. To simplify the formulation and
to reduce the number of setups, it is assumed that all the lots assigned to a machine to process a particular
layer within the day will be processed under one setup. As shown in Figure 2.1, machine m1 with reticle r1
processes N1 lots under one setup in Case 1. Sometimes, there may be an unfinished lot on the machine at
the beginning or end point of the day as shown in Case 2 and Case 3, respectively. In Case 4, both of these
two situations occur.
m1r1: N1

Case 1
Case 2

m2r2:N2
Tm2r2P

Tm3r3N
m3r3: N3

Case 3
Case 4

m4r4: N4
time

Figure 2.1. Four situations of processing.
In general, let Nmr denote the number of lots scheduled on machine m and reticle r within the day, and
NmrUB denote its upper bound. Let TmrP denote the time required to complete the unfinished lot left over
from the previous day on machine m and reticle r, and TmrN denote the time required to complete the
unfinished lot left for the next day. The value of the first variable is known, and the second variable is an
integer decision variable. For machine m with reticle r, Nmr times of processing time Tmr must be assigned,
and if the last time slot is involved, one unfinished lot can be left. The four cases mentioned above can be
combined together as follows:
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P
N
  mr (k )  Tmr  Tmr  N mr  Tmr ,

(2.5)

k

UB
UB
P
0  N mr  N mr
, N mr
 ( K  Tmr
)  T mr 1, r, m.

(2.6)

The unfinished lot from the previous day is assumed not to be included in the total number of lots scheduled
within the day, while the lot left for the next day is.
In addition, the time required to process the unfinished lot left for the next day TmrN must be smaller
than the corresponding lot processing time, i.e.,
0  TmrN  Tmr  1, r, m.

(2.7)

If the last time slot is not involved, every lot must be finished, therefore TmrN must be zero, i.e.,
if  mr ( K )  0 then TmrN  0, r, m.

(2.8)

The above constraint is logical, but it is easier to be linearized together with Eq. (2.7) as follows:
0  TmrN   mr ( K )  (Tmr  1), r, m.

(2.9)

If mr(K) = 0, 0  TmrN  0, TmrN must be zero; if mr(K) = 1, 0  TmrN  Tmr -1. Therefore the set of linear
constraints (2.9) satisfies both constraints (2.7) and (2.8) above.
2.3.3

Maximal number of lots scheduled constraints
If there is extra capacity beyond the total target, machines and reticles will be scheduled to process

layers with high priorities because more reward is assigned as will be discussed in the objective function.
However, this may lead to imbalance among layers of the same product because of the layer by layer process.
To avoid this, the number of lots with layer l of product p to be processed should be under its upper bound,
i.e.,

N pl  T plUB , p ,l.

(2.10)
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In the above, TplUB is the upper bound for layer l of product p, and this set of parameters are calculated
offline based on heuristic rules (e.g., 1.2 times of target Tpl). The number of lots with layer l of product p
to be processed within the day is denoted by Npl, and this integer dependent variable can be derived from
Nmr as follows:

N pl    N mr .
R

(2.11)

m rS pl

In the above, SplR denotes the set of reticles that process layer l of product p.
2.3.4

Setups-related constraints
When one litho machine switches from processing one layer to another layer, the machine and a

corresponding reticle need to be set up. Since one reticle can only process one particular product\layer, a
layer process switch on the litho machine can be treated as a reticle switch. In addition, a setup time is
generally much shorter than the corresponding lot processing time, the time of setup is ignored and the
number of setups is considered. In this way, the number of resource setups can be modeled as the number
of reticle changes. The key issue here is how to find the beginning and completion points of machine and
reticle combinations. The two situations of one machine completes combining with one reticle and begins
to combine with another reticle are shown in Figure 2.2 below.
complete
begin

k k+1

mr

time

mr

time

k k+1

Figure 2.2. Completion and beginning points of processing.
It can be seen that when the values of mr(k) and mr(k+1) switch from 1 to 0, machine m completes
the combination with reticle r; when the values switch from 0 to 1, machine m begins the combination with
reticle r. To get a linear formulation, a new set of binary decision variables {ymr(k)} is used as follows:
ymr (k  1)   mr ( k  1)   mr ( k ), ymr ( k  1)   mr ( k )   mr ( k  1), m, r,1  k  K  1.
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(2.12)

Since the purpose is to reduce the number of setups and {ymr(k)} is only shown in objective function, when

mr(k+1) - mr(k) = 1, ymr(k+1) = 1; when mr(k+1) - mr(k) = 0, ymr(k+1) = 0.
The beginning and completion points occur in pairs, the second half of (2.12) is therefore used for
practical problems.
2.3.5

Objective function
The objective function has four terms, to meet targets, balance future load, avoid simultaneous reticle

expirations, and avoid excessive setups as presented below.
1) Meeting targets
If machine assignments exceed the target, it is expressed as certain reward in the objective function;
if not, it is expressed as corresponding penalty. Since different layers have different priorities, different
weights are assigned. Let WplR and WplP denote the reward and penalty weights for layer l of product p. To
check whether the assignments meet the daily target, a piecewise function is used as shown in Figure 2.3
below.
Jpl
WplR(TplUB-Tpl)

0

Tpl

TplUB Npl

-WplPTpl

Figure 2.3. The meeting target term of the objective function.
The upper bound and lower bound of Npl is TplUB and 0, and three break points are 0, Tpl and TplUB. Based
on the special ordered set techniques (Beale and Forrest, 1976), the above formulation can be fully
linearized.
2) Future load balancing
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During lithography, a selected set of layers must be processed on the same machine for precision
fabrication. For example, stacking layers A, B and C (a stacking group) must be processed on the same
machine as shown in Figure 2.4. If Machine 1 is assigned to process layer A within the day, those lots will
come to Machine 1 for layers B and C in the future.
C

B

A

C

B

A

C

B

A

Machine 1

Machine 2

Future

Current scheduling

Figure 2.4. Stacking layers.
To avoid overload or starvation, the load on machines should be balanced. This is importance in view
of the re-entrant nature and the presence of stacking layers. Of particular interest is to balance the future
stacking layer load for a specific day, e.g., the day that the next layer will most likely to come back.
Consider an example for a stacking group with layers A and B, and layer A is to be scheduled. The date
that layer B will come back is probabilistic. This cycle time distribution can be obtained from historical
date. Then the expected load for the day with the highest probability that layer B will come back can be
calculated based on the current and past assignments. One of the performance measures is the load
difference between a machine load and the average load for layer B. The above will be made specific next.
Let WIPmdA-B denote the number of lots whose layer A was processed d days ago on machine m, with
the associated stacking layer B to be processed after a cycle time on the same machine. Let P(CTdA-B)
denote the probability that the cycle time is d days from layer A to B. The total future load LTmA-B with
layer B to be processed in the Tth day on machine m can be calculated as follows:
A B
LTmA B  N mA  P(CTTA B )  WIPmd
 P(CTdATB ).

(2.13)

d

In the above, NmA denotes the number of lots whose layer A is scheduled to be processed on machine m
within the day, T denotes the cycle time from layer A to B with the largest probability. Then let LAA-B
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denote the average load of machines for layer B. Load difference LDmA-B between total future load LTmA-B
and the average LAA-B on machine m can be described as follows:
LDmAB  LTmAB  LAAB .

(2.14)

In the above, LAA-B is approximated based on WIP and the target of layer A, it therefore contains no
decisions. Summation of the load difference is minimized as a part of the objective function.
3) Reticle expiration
Reticles need to be recalibrated after processing a certain number of lots. Reticle remaining lifetime
is used here to measure how many lots one reticle can process before next recalibration. Ideally the
expiration dates of reticles in the same group should be equally spaced with the same time interval to avoid
simultaneous reticle expirations. The remaining lifetime difference between two reticles can be adjusted
as the expected time interval selected based on heuristic rules within every reticle group through proper
reticle assignments. Let Rr0 denote the remaining lifetime of reticle r before scheduling, representing how
many lots reticle r can process before next recalibration. Similarly, let Rr denote the remaining lifetime of
reticle r after scheduling. Their relationship can be easily obtained from

Rr  Rr0   N mr .

(2.15)

m

If the remaining lifetime difference between two reticles is larger than the expected interval after
scheduling, it is expressed as certain reward in the objective function; if not, it is expressed as corresponding
penalty. This term is linearized similarly to the first term. Since only the difference of two reticles that
have the closest remaining lifetimes is reasonable and useful, a sequence will be established for every reticle
group based on their remaining lifetimes. Each reticle will be assigned a ranking number, the smaller the
number, the longer the remaining lifetime. An important assumption here is that the rank does not change
before and after scheduling.
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4) Summary
The modeling of the number of resource setups has already been discussed in subsection D, and the
total number of setups is considered in the objective function.
In sum, the objective function with the above four terms to be minimized is described as follows:



P
R
 Wpl  min( N pl  Tpl ,0)  Wpl  max( N pl  Tpl ,0)
p l

W L    LDgm  
SG
MS

 W

gS

RP

mS g





p l r1S plR ,r2S plR ,r1 r2 ,r2 . No r1 . No 1



 min( Rr1  Rr2  G pl ,0)  W RR  max( Rr1  Rr2  G pl ,0)  W R     ymr (k ).
m r k

(2.16)

In the second term, WL denotes the weight for future stacking layer load balancing, SSG denotes the set of
stacking groups, and SgMS denotes the set of machines in stacking group g. In the third term, Gpl denote the
expected expiration interval for reticles that process layer l of product p, and WRR and WRP denote the reward
and penalty weights. In the last term, WR denote the weight for avoiding excessive resource setups. The
absolute values can be linearized similarly to (2.12). The above formulation is linear, and max and min are
kept here for simplicity. The problem formulated is believed to be NP hard.

2.4 Solution Methodology
The problem is solved by using the branch-and-cut method by exploiting problem linearity after
simplification as presented in subsubsection 2.4.1. Near-optimal solutions for practical problems, however,
are still difficult to obtain efficiently as compared with the required time. The reason is that the convex
hull of the problem is hard to delineate as explained with a small example in subsubsection 2.4.2. To
improve computation efficiency, a two-phase approach is therefore developed in subsubsection 2.4.3. The
convex hull of the first phase is analyzed with the same small example in subsubsection 2.4.4.
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2.4.1 Branch-and-cut method
The problem is solved by using the branch-and-cut method. Mixed-integer linear programming problems
are usually difficult to solve because a set of decision variables are restricted to integer values. Branchand-cut is powerful for certain classes of mixed-integer linear optimization problems, and is easy to code
by using commercial solvers. In the method, the integrality-relaxed problem is solved first by using a linear
programming method. If all integer decision variables are integers, the solution is optimal to the original
problem. If not, valid cuts that do not cut off any feasible integer solutions are added trying to obtain the
convex hull (the smallest convex set that contains all feasible integer solutions in the Euclidean space). The
idea is that once the convex hull is obtained, all integer decision variables of the linear programming
solution are integers and optimal to the original problem. The process of obtaining the convex hull, however,
is problem dependent, and can itself be NP hard. Low-efficient branching operations may then be needed
on the variables whose values in the optimal relaxed solution violate their integrality requirements. The
objective value of current optimal relaxed solution is a lower bound, and can be used to quantify the quality
of a feasible solution. The optimization stops when CPU time reaches the pre-set stop time or the relative
gap falls below the pre-set stop gap (CPLEX User’s Manual).
For the problem formulated above, although it is linear, the convex hull is still difficult to obtain.
Processing time requirements with multiple decision variables (mr(k), Nmr, TmrN) might increase the
difficulty of obtaining the convex hull because of complicating interactions among decisions. To overcome
this, TmrN is removed, and two sets of decisions are left. Then by relaxing the integrality requirements on
Nmr, the processing time requirements (2.5) are modified as follows:

N mr     mr (k )  TmrP   Tmr , r, m.
k


(2.17)

In the above, Nmr is not a decision variable and may not be an integer. However, the integer part of
Nmr still represents the number of lots scheduled on machine m and reticle r within the day, and the
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remaining fractional part can be used to derive TmrN. Optimality is therefore not affected. Based on the
scheduling results, Nmr might need to be adjusted manually.

2.4.2 Convex hull analyses for the one-phase model
After the simplification above, near-optimal solutions for practical problems, however, are still difficult to
obtain efficiently as will be shown in Section V. To overcome this difficulty, the convex hull is analyzed
here. The problem now has three major sets of constraints: resource capacity, maximal number of lots
scheduled and setup-related constraints since the processing time requirements were simplified as
expressions (2.18). With mr(k) represented by xj (1  j  n = MRK), resource capacity constraints (2.1)
to (2.4) can be expressed as jajxi  a0 where a0 and aj are positive integers and xj = 0 or 1. Each of these
constraints is a facet of the convex hull based on the proof in Balas (1975) and Balas and Zemel (1978).
Through detailed analyses, it is discovered that the difficulty of obtaining the convex hull is caused by the
setup-related constraints. To demonstrate this, convex hulls of the problems without and with these setuprelated constraints are analyzed and compared through a simple example in this subsubsection.
Consider a simple example with two machines and two reticles. The first two sets of constraints
mentioned above are considered in the first problem, and all of the three sets are considered in the second
problem. Through the analyses and comparison of the two convex hulls, it is discovered that if the
polyhedron formulated by all the constraints is simple and the convex hull can be easily obtained from the
polyhedron, the problem can be efficiently solved; otherwise, low-efficient branching operations are needed.
For visualization purpose, certain decision variables are fixed to present this intuitively.
In this example, two layers (l1 and l2) are to be scheduled on two machines (m1 and m2) with two
reticles (r1 for l2 and r2 for l1). For simplicity, the total number of time slots is two and the processing time
of both layers is one time slot. The targets are two lots for the first layer and one lot for the second layer.
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In the first problem, the objective function is to meet targets. The problem is solved by using branchand-cut. It is hard to visualize the convex hull and the optimal solutions because of the high dimensionality.
For visualization purpose, m2r1 (1) and m2r1 (2) are selected to plot 2-D Figure 2.5 below with other decision
variables fixed at their values in the optimal solution. An optimal solution is A (0, 1) (or B), which can be
directly obtained from the convex hull ABC.

m2r1(1)
A (0, 1)

C (0, 0) B (1, 0)

m2r1(2)

Figure 2.5. The feasible region and convex hull of the problem without setup-related constraints.
Since the future stacking layer load balancing and reticle expiration related constraints are only shown
in the objective function, practical problems without setup-related constraints and term in the objective
function can be efficiently solved.
In the second problem with setup-related constraints (2.12), the objective function is to meet targets
and avoid excessive resource setups. The problem is also solved by using branch-and-cut, and m2r1 (k) and
ym2r1 are selected to plot 3-D Figure 2.6 below. After relaxing the integrality requirements, all decision
variables can take any value within [0, 1], and the optimal relaxed solution is D (0.5, 0.5, 0). All constraints
formulate this polyhedron ACBD, and the convex hull ABC cannot be obtained by adding cuts on the
feasible region. This difficulty is caused by the interactions among decisions in the setup-related constraints.
It can be seen that two of the three values in the optimal relaxed solution are non-integers. To get the
optimal solution A (1, 0, 1) (or C), low-efficient branching operations need to be performed on the first two
variables of the relaxed optimal solution.
Generally for a problem with M machines, R reticles, and K time slots, the total number of setuprelated constraints is 2MR(K-1). All constraints formulate a complicating polyhedron, and the convex hull
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is difficult to obtain. Because of these complicating setup-related constraints, near-optimal solutions cannot
be efficiently obtained.

Figure 2.6. The feasible region and convex hull of the problem with setup-related constraints.

2.4.3 A two-phase approach
Based on the above analyses, a two-phase approach is developed to improve computation efficiency. In
the first phase, a simplified problem without the complicating constraints is efficiently solved to establish
ranges of decision variables. The problem with the full set of constraints is then solved in the second phase
with a much reduced decision space.
In the first phase, the setup-related constraints are removed. After taking the setup-related term out of
the objective function, many reticles might be assigned to a machine, leading to many excessive resource
setups. To avoid this, the total number of reticles assigned is minimized as a part of the objective function.
To check whether reticle r is assigned to machine m within the day, a new set of binary variables {dmr} is
used:
UB
dmr  N mr  N mr
 dmr , m , r .

(2.18)

In the above equation, if dmr = 1, reticle r is assigned to machine m; if dmr = 0, otherwise. The last term in
the objective function (16) needs to be revised correspondingly. The main decision variables are still mr(k).
Since there could be many excessive setups, mr(k) cannot tell when the layers should be processed.
Dependent variables Nmr are used as schedules instead.
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The problem formulated above is solved by using branch-and-cut by exploiting linearity to reduce
ranges of decision variables, and the solutions can be obtained fast as will be shown in Subsection 2.5.
In the second phase, the ranges of decision variables are reduced by either fixing certain variables or
by restricting the ranges of others based on first phase results. For example, assignments of machines and
reticles to layers are fixed. In doing so, optimality might be affected as will be discussed in Subsection 2.5.
As another example, the range of the number of lots scheduled on a machine with a certain reticle is
restricted. The magnitude of a range is selected based on testing results as a trade-off between solution
quality and computation efficiency. If this range is large enough, optimality will not be affected.
The objective function is the same as that of the one-phase approach. The decisions are mr(k) (only
for machines and reticles assigned in the first phase), which mean when the layer should be processed.
The problem formulated above is solved by using branch-and-cut. During branching operations,
computation time is reduced in a major way since the ranges of decision variables are much reduced. The
problem can therefore be solved faster than the one-phase approach as will be shown in Subsection 2.5.

2.4.4 Convex hull analyses for the two-phase model
To compare with the one-phase approach, the same simple example is analyzed. In the first phase, the
problem is formulated with resource capacity (2.1) and (2.2), maximal number of lots scheduled (2.10) and
(2.11), and reticle assigned detection constraints (2.18). The objective is to meet targets and reduce the
number of reticles assigned. It is discovered that the number of non-integer values (= 1) in the optimal
relaxed solution is smaller than that (= 2) of the one-phase approach, implying fewer branching operations
and faster termination. In the second phase, the problem is formulated with resource capacity (2.1) and
(2.2), setup-related (2.12), and variable range restriction constraints. The objective is to meet targets and
avoid excessive resource setups. This problem can be efficiently solved because the decision space (= 6)
is smaller than that (= 12) of the one-phase approach.
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The problem is solved by using branch-and-cut. To compare with the one-phase approach, m2r1 (k)
and dm2r1 are selected to plot 3-D Figure 2.7 below. For the relaxed problem, all feasible solutions are in
the polyhedron ABCDE, and an optimal relaxed solution is B (1, 0, 0.5) (or D). The convex hull ACE
cannot be obtained by adding cuts on the feasible region, and an optimal solution is A (1, 0, 1) (or E). It
can be seen only dm2r1 is a non-integer in the optimal relaxed solution and branching operation needs to be
performed only on one variable.

Figure 2.7. The feasible region and convex hull for the first phase of the two-phase model.
In the second phase, based on the results from the first phase, the number of decisions is 6 ( m2r1 (k),

m1r2 (k), ym2r1 and ym1r2) as compared with 12 in the one-phase model. The problem can be therefore solved
faster than the one-phase approach.
For the problem with M machines, R reticles, and K time slots mentioned in subsection B, the number
of reticle assigned related constraints (18) in the first phase is only MR as compared with 2MR(K-1) (12) in
the one-phase model. The polyhedron formulated by constraints in the first phase is simpler than that of
the one-phase model. The total number of branching operations needed is smaller, and the problem can be
efficiently solved to establish ranges of decision variables. In the second phase, the problem can be
efficiently solved with a much reduced decision space. To quantify the solution quality, lower bounds
should be obtained from the one-phase approach since the objective values of optimal relaxed solutions of
the two-phase approach might not be lower bounds to the original problem. For this simple example, the
final gap turns out to be zero, implying that the optimal solution has been obtained.
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2.5 Numerical Results
The methods presented above have been implemented by using the optimization package IBM ILOG
CPLEX Optimization Studio V 12.2. Testing has been performed on a PC with 1.60GHz Intel (R) i7 CPU
and 4G RAM, and three examples are presented. The first small example is to demonstrate schedules of
small problems obtained by using the one-phase approach can be duplicated and obtained by hands. The
second medium-sized example is to compare the statistics of one-phase and two-phase approaches. The
third practical example is to compare solution quality and computation efficiency of these two approaches,
demonstrating that the two-phase approach can generate near-optimal schedules within much reduced
computation time.

2.5.1 Example 1: Testing of the one-phase approach with a small problem
This small example is to demonstrate schedules of small problems obtained by using the one-phase
approach can be duplicated and obtained by hands. In this example, three layers of one product are to be
scheduled on three machines with five reticles in 102 time slots. The information is as follows:
Layers: LA and LB (stacking group), and LC;
Machines: M1, M2 and M3 with total future stacking layer load of 6983, 4490 and 2044 respectively;
Reticles: RA, RB, RC1, RC2, and RC3 with remaining lifetime of 89572, 88308, 8442, 79059 and 58732
respectively;
Target: 600 for LA, 650 for LB and 600 for LC.
The problem is solved in 3 seconds with a relative gap of 5% by using the one-phase approach, and
the Gantt chart is shown in Figure 2.8 below.
The schedule meets all targets of three layers without excessive resource setups. It can be seen that
layer LA is all scheduled on Machine M3 since it has lowest total load before scheduling, and it also shows
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the stacking layer load will be balanced in the next few days. In addition, the remaining lifetime difference
between RC1 and RC2 becomes larger as shown in Figure 2.9, which avoids simultaneous expirations of the
three reticles that process layer LC. The above schedule can be duplicated and obtained by hand, and also
shows that our method can satisfy the objective of this litho machine scheduling problem.
RC2
time

Machine M1
RC3

RB

time
RB

Machine M2

RA
Machine M3

time

Figure 2.8. Gantt chart of schedule results.
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scheduling
RL after
scheduling
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RC2
RC1
3000

5000

7000
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Figure 2.9. Reticle remaining lifetime results.

2.5.2 Example 2: Testing of the one-phase and two-phase approaches with a mediumsized problem
This medium-sized example is to compare the statistics of one-phase and two-phase approaches. In this
example, four layers of one product are to be scheduled on five machines with ten reticles in 200 time slots.
For simplicity, the objective function is to meet targets and avoid excessive resource setups in the onephase model and in the second phase of the two-phase model; to meet targets and reduce the number of
reticles assigned in the first phase of the two-phase model.
The testing results are shown in the following Table 2.1.
From the results, it can be seen that the number of variables in the first phase of the two-phase model
is around 44% of that in the one-phase model, and the number of constraints is about 14%. In the second
phase, the numbers of variables and constraints are about 10% of those in the one-phase model. In addition,
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the time on branching is 4.5 seconds and 2.6 seconds in the first and second phases of the two-phase model,
as compared with 87.4 seconds in the one-phase model. The total CPU time on pre-processing, cutting and
branching required by the two-phase approach is 15 seconds as compared with 123 seconds required by the
one-phase approach. Although the final gap is about 2% higher than that of the one-phase approach, the
computation efficiency is much improved. Both of the scheduling results meet the targets, and there are
five and six setups in the one-phase and two-phase results, respectively.
Table 2.1. Testing results of Example 2

One-phase model

The first phase of twophase model

The second phase of twophase model

CPU time

123.03 s

10.02 s

4.77 s

Relative gap

4.32%

0.45%

0.47%

Number of variables

19,951

10,051

2,031

Number of constraints

22,904

3,104

2,352

Objective value

837

852

Final relative gap

4.32%

6.19%

Node processed

16

31

10

Root relaxation time

3.12 s

0.14 s

0.11 s

Number of cuts

1

241

368

Time on cuts

29.5 s (24%)

4 s (40%)

0.3 s (6%)

Time on branching

87.4 s (71%)

4.5 s (45%)

2.6 s (55%)

2.5.3 Example 3: Testing of the one-phase and two-phase approaches with a practical
problem
This practical problem is to compare solution quality and computation efficiency of one-phase and twophase approaches. In this example, seven layers of one product are to be scheduled on 11 machines with
71 reticles in 411 time slots (one day). The objective function of the second phase here is to increase the
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number of lots processed, finish targets as soon as possible, and reduce the number of reticles assigned, and
reduce the number of resource setups. For simplicity of implementation, future stacking layer load
balancing and reticle expiration terms are removed as they have already been mostly satisfied in the first
phase. Because of this, the final cost is obtained by plugging the solution into the original objective function
(2.16).
The testing results are shown in the following Table 2.2.
Table 2.2. Testing Results of Example 3
One-phase
model

The first phase of two-phase
model

The second phase of twophase model

Stop time

300 s

120 s

240 s

Stop gap

5%

0.1%

0.5%

CPU time

279 s

25 s

2s

Relative gap

4.3%

0.1%

0.1%

Objective value

86362.5

87281.2

Final relative gap

4.3%

5.4%

This practical problem is solved in 5 minutes with a gap of 4.3% by using the one-phase approach. This
computation time is still long as compared to the required time, 2 minutes. By using the two-phase approach, the
same problem is solved within 30 seconds. Although the final gap is 5.4% and 1.1 % higher than that of the onephase approach, it is still acceptable. The schedule obtained from the two-phase approach meet all targets without
excessive resource setups except for one layer, because there are no available reticles for this layer. In terms of future
stacking layer load balancing, the total load among machines from stacking layer A to C before and after scheduling
is compared in Figure 2.10 below. It can be seen that the future load is nearly balanced through scheduling. In
addition, the remaining lifetime difference between two reticles that have the closest remaining lifetimes in the same
group is moving toward the expected interval after scheduling, which avoids simultaneous reticle expirations.
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Figure 2.10. Future stacking layer load results.

2.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, a novel mathematical formulation for litho machine scheduling over a day with resource
setups, reticle expirations and future stacking layer load balancing is established. The problem is solved
by using branch-and-cut by exploiting problem linearity. To improve computation efficiency, a two-phase
approach is developed. In the first phase, a simplified problem with certain complicating constraints
dropped is efficiently solved to establish ranges of decision variables. The problem with the full set of
constraints is then solved in the second phase with a much reduced decision space. Numerical testing shows
that the two-phase approach generates near-optimal schedules within reasonable amounts of computation
time.
With minor changes in the formulation, our method is also used for real-time rescheduling every ten
minutes. Furthermore, this two-phase approach is generic, and will have major implications on other
semiconductor scheduling problems and beyond.
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Chapter 3

3 Exergy-Based Operation Optimization of a Distributed Energy
System through the Energy-Supply Chain

Developing sustainable energy systems is crucial in today’s world because of the depletion of fossil energy
resources and global warming problems. Application of exergy principles in the context of energy supply
systems may achieve efficient energy-supply chains and rational use of energy in buildings. This chapter
presents an exergy-based operation optimization of a distributed energy system by considering the whole
energy-supply chain from energy resources to user demands. The problem is challenging in view of the
complicated interactions of devices and the modeling of exergy losses. To capture these complicated
interactions, energy networks are established with exergy losses modeled at the energy conversion step,
which accounts for the largest part of the total exergy loss in the whole energy-supply chain. A multiobjective mixed integer programming problem is formulated. The problem is efficiently solved by the novel
integration of surrogate Lagrangian relaxation and branch-and-cut. The Pareto frontier, including the best
possible trade-offs between the economic and exergetic objectives, is obtained by minimizing a weighted
sum of the total energy cost and total exergy loss occurring at the energy conversion step. Results
demonstrate that the use of high-quality energy resources is reduced by the reduction of exergy losses,
leading to sustainability of energy supply systems.
Nomenclature
A

area (m2)
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c
cp
Cost
d
DR

constant in Eq. (3.41) (kWh/$)
specific heat of water (kJ/kg/K)
total energy cost ($)
stepsize in Eq. (3.47)
maximum ramp-down rate (kW)
specifical chemical exergy of
exNG
natural gas (kWh/Nm3)
electricity rate (kW)
E

exergy rate (kW)
Ex

exergy loss rate (kW)
Exloss
Exlossconv total exergy loss at energy conversion step (kJ)
Fobj
objective function
Fq
Carnot factor
g~
surrogate subgradient vectors
natural gas volumetric flow rate (Nm3/h)
G
heating rate (kW)
H
I
total solar irradiance (kW/m2)
T
L
Lagrangian function
~
surrogate dual value
L
LHVNG
natural gas lower heat value (kWh/Nm3)

m
mass flow rate (kg/h)
m
mass (kg)
k
iteration
Pgas
natural gas price ($/Nm3)
Pgrid
electricity price ($/kWh)
q
dual function
exgas
QGT
heat rate made available by the exhaust gas (kW)
R
energy generation rate (kW)
S
energy source input rate (kW)
t
time (h)
T
temperature (K)
UR
maximum ramp-up rate (kW)
x
binary decision variable
y
all the decision variables in Eq. (3.42)
Greek Symbols
Δt
length of the time interval (h)
εgen
exergy efficiency of electricity generation
ς
exergy factor
η
efficiency
Lagrangian multipliers

percent heat loss rate of the gas turbine
GT
ξ
gas turbine exhaust fraction
weight in Eq. (3.41)

Superscript/Subscripts
0
reference
boil
boiler
BP
bypass
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build
buy
cold
coll
dem
DHW
e
ED
exgas
NG
grid
GT
hex
HP
HRB
in
max
min
out
r
s
SH
ST
sto
Acronyms
CHP
DES
DHW
SH

building
bought
cold
collector
demand
domestic hot water
electricity
energy device
exhaust gas
natural gas
power grid
gas turbine
heat exchanger
heat pump
heat recovery boiler
input
maximum
minimum
output
return
supply
space heating
solar thermal
thermal storage
combined heat and power
distributed energy system
domestic hot water
space heating

3.1 Introduction
Developing sustainable energy systems is becoming more and more important in today’s world because of
the depletion of fossil energy resources and the related global warming problems. Therefore, high-quality
energy carriers, such as fossil fuels and electricity, should be efficiently used [1]. Buildings are responsible
for more than 40% of the total final energy consumption on a worldwide scale [2]. A significant share of
this energy consumption is for Space Heating (SH) and Cooling, and Domestic Hot Water (DHW) demands.
These are low-quality energy demands because of the associated temperatures required. However, thermal
demands in buildings are commonly met by high-quality energy resources. There is a great potential in
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energy-management of energy supply systems to attain efficient energy-supply chains and rational use of
energy in buildings [3].
Current analyses and optimization methods for energy-management of energy supply systems do not
distinguish different qualities of energy flows. In thermodynamics, the quality of an energy carrier is
measured by exergy. Exergy is defined as the maximum theoretical work that can be obtained from an
energy flow, as it comes to the equilibrium with the reference environment [1, 3 - 7]. The concept of exergy
was introduced in building efficiency studies by international research projects, such as ECBCS Annex 37
[5], and Annex 49 [1]. Several studies on the exergy analysis of energy supply systems for the building
environment are also found in recent years [6, 8 - 10].
A Distributed Energy System (DES) is an energy system where energy is made available close to
energy end-users [11]. DESs provide a unique opportunity to show the benefits of the exergy analysis for
preserving high-quality energy resources, since several energy devices convert a set of primary energy
carriers (e.g., electricity, solar energy, natural gas) with different energy quality levels to satisfy end-user
demands with different quality levels. In terms of DESs, most of the studies in the literature are focused on
the operation optimization of DESs to reduce energy costs [12 - 14], which is essential in the short run. The
optimized operation strategies of a DES were obtained in a previous work [15] to reduce the total daily
energy cost and increase the total exergy efficiency. For simplicity, the total exergy input to the DES and
the total exergy output required to meet the energy demands were considered instead of the exergy input
and output of each energy device in the energy-supply chain.
This chapter presents an exergy-based operation optimization of a DES through the energy-supply
chain from energy resources to user demands (electricity, SH and DHW demands are considered), without
neglecting the energy costs. The main goal is to obtain the optimized operation strategies of the DES to
reduce the total energy costs and the total exergy loss occurring at the energy conversion step, which
accounts for the largest part of the total exergy loss in the whole energy-supply chain. By reducing these
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exergy losses, the use of high-quality energy resources can be reduced, leading to sustainability of supply
energy systems.
The optimization problem is challenging since several energy devices convert a set of input energy
carriers, such as natural gas, electricity, and solar energy, into output energy carriers, such as heat and
electricity, with complicated interactions among them; the exergy of thermal energy is directly related to
the temperature and the mass flow rate of the corresponding energy carrier; and the problem is nonlinear.
To capture the complicated interactions, energy networks are established from energy resources to user
demands, based on the physical structure of the energy- supply chain. Exergy losses are then modeled for
the energy devices at the conversion step based on the networks to make visible where and how much
exergy is lost. A multi-objective mixed-integer problem is formulated. The objective is to minimize a
weighted sum of the total energy cost and exergy losses at the conversion step while satisfying given timevarying user demands. Surrogate Lagrangian relaxation and branch-and-cut are integrated in a novel way
for a speedy and near-optimal performance. The Pareto frontier, consisting of the best possible trade-offs
between the economic and exergetic objectives, is obtained. Results show that the use of high-quality
energy resources can be reduced by the reduction of exergy losses, leading to sustainability of energy supply
systems.

3.2 Problem Formulation
To match the solution methodology, the surrogate Lagrangian relaxation combined with branch-and-cut
method, a separable and linear formulation is preferred to solve the problem efficiently. The energysupply chain under consideration consists of energy conversion devices, including gas turbine and heat
recovery boilers, as the Combined Heat and Power (CHP) system, solar thermal plant, auxiliary natural
gas boilers, and heat pump; thermal energy storages, distribution devices (e.g., water pipes) as well as
terminal devices (e.g., fan coils for SH) are also considered as shown in Figure 3.1. Electricity is 100%
exergy (fully convertible into useful work), while the exergy of thermal energy is directly related to the
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temperature and mass flow rate of the corresponding energy carrier. The water networks for space heating
and domestic hot water demands need to be established based on the physical structures of water pipes,
valves, mixers, etc.

Figure 3.1. Scheme of the energy-supply chain.
The general structure of the energy and exergy modeling and common constraints of energy devices
are first described as follows.
Capacity constraints. The energy generation rate (e.g., electricity and heat) of the device, RED (t ) , should
be within its minimum and maximum values if it is on (xED (t) = 1):
min
max
xED (t ) RED
 RED (t )  xED (t ) RED
.

(3.1)

Ramp rate constraints. The variations in energy generation rates between two successive time intervals
should be within the ramp-down, DRED, and ramp-up, URED:
 DRED  RED (t )  RED (t  t )  URED ,

(3.2)

where Δt is the length of the time interval.
in
Energy consumption. The input rate of the energy source, SED
(t ) , required by the device to provide the

output energy is:
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inp
SED
(t )  RED (t ) / ED ,

(3.3)

where ηED is the conversion efficiency of the device.
Exergy loss. The input exergy rate and output exergy rate of the device depend on the type of the energy
carrier, and the exergy loss rate will be formulated as the difference of them.
Modeling of the electricity network, water network for space heating, and water network for
domestic hot water is presented in Subsubsections 3.2.1, 3.2.2, and 3.2.3, respectively. Objective
functions and multi-objective optimization are discussed in Subsubsection 2.4.

3.2.1 Modeling of electricity network
Since electricity is 100% exergy, the exergetic modeling of the electricity network is mainly the energy
modeling.
3.2.1.1. Modeling of the gas turbine in the CHP system. The CHP system may consist of multiple gas
turbines for electricity and the corresponding heat recovery boilers, using high-temperature exhaust gas to
satisfy demands of space heating and domestic hot water [16]. For simplicity, one gas turbine is considered
here. The modeling of multiple gas turbines is similar, and the problem complexity may increase as the
number of gas turbines increases. Constraints considered for the gas turbine are presented below.
The volumetric flow rate of natural gas, G GT (t ) , required by the gas turbine to provide the electricity rate,
EGT (t ) , is:

GGT (t )  EGT (t ) / e LHVNG  ,

(3.4)

where ηe is the turbine gas-to-electric efficiency and LHVNG is the lower heat value of natural gas.
exgas
The heat rate of the exhaust gas recovered from the gas turbine, Q GT
(t ) , is:

exgas
QGT
(t )  EGT (t ) 1  e  GT  / e ,

(3.5)
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where µGT is the fraction of heat lost in the gas turbine.
For the gas turbine, the input energy carrier is natural gas. The specific chemical exergy of natural gas
is the maximum work that can be obtained from the substance, by taking it to the chemical equilibrium with
the reference environment at the constant temperature and pressure [17]. The exergy input rate of natural
NG
gas to the gas turbine, ExGT
(t ) , is the gas volumetric flow rate consumed, G GT (t ) , multiplied by the specific

chemical exergy of natural gas, exNG:
NG
ExGT
(t )  exNGGGT (t ).

(3.6)

The specific chemical exergy of natural gas, exNG, can be evaluated by multiplying the exergy factor,
ςNG, and the lower heat value, LHVgas:
ex NG   NG LHVNG .

(3.7)

According to [17], the exergy factor for natural gas is equal to 1.04 ± 0.5%.
The electricity provided by the gas turbine is 100% exergy, and the exergy rate of the output electricity is:
e
ExGT
(t )  EGT (t ).

(3.8)

exgas
The exergy rate of the output exhaust gas, ExGT
(t ) , is calculated by multiplying the energy rate by

the related Carnot factor, since the temperature of the exhaust gas is assumed to be constant [1],
exgas
exgas
ExGT
(t )  QGT
(t ) Fq (t ),

(3.9)

with the Carnot factor, Fq(t), expressed as,
s
Fq (t )  1  T0 (t ) / Texgas
,

(3.10)
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s
which depends on both the temperature of exhaust gas, Texgas
, and the reference temperature T0(t). By

following the dynamic exergy analysis, hourly ambient temperatures are considered as reference
temperatures [18].
The total exergy loss rate in the gas turbine is:
NG
exgas
ExlossGT (t )  ExGT
(t )  EGT (t )  ExGT
(t ).

(3.11)

3.2.1.2. Meeting demand. The electricity rate demand,
pump,

E HP (t ) ,

E dem (t ) ,

and the electricity rate required by the heat

must be covered by the sum of the electricity rate delivered by the gas turbine,

E GT (t )

, and

the electricity rate from the grid, Ebuy (t ) :

Edem (t )  EHP (t )  EGT (t )  Ebuy (t ).

(3.12)

In order to consider all the exergy losses at the energy conversion step, the exergy losses occurring in
the power generation plants are also included. The exergy efficiency of power generation plants, εgen, is
based on the technologies used in the plants, and the exergy loss rate is [19]:
Exlossgrid (t )  Ebuy (t ) /  gen  Ebuy (t ).

(3.13)

3.2.2 Modeling of water network for space heating
A typical water network for space heating is shown in Figure 3.2. The exhaust heat recovered in the heat
recovery boiler is stored through the heat exchanger in a large water tank, which is used to supply hot water
to buildings with a constant mass flow rate. A fully-mixed tank model is assumed for simplicity, where the
water in the tank has a uniform time-varying temperature, because of the charge and discharge processes
with a given efficiency. As to the water temperature in the tank, there are two cases. If the temperature is
higher than the required (assumed constant), the water is directly supplied to the buildings and part of the
water is mixed with the return water from buildings in the mixer. After mixing, the temperature of the mixed
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water is brought to the required one, and then the water is sent to the terminal devices in buildings. In the
second case, if the temperature of the water tank is lower than the requirement, the water is sent to the
auxiliary natural gas boiler or to the heat pump, and heated to the required temperature.

Figure 3.2. Scheme of the water network for space heating.
3.2.2.1. Modeling of the heat recovery boiler. Heat is recovered from the high-temperature exhaust gas in
the heat recovery boiler. For simplicity, two heat recovery boilers are considered, for space heating and
domestic hot water, respectively. The modeling of more heat recovery boilers is similar, and the
configuration of the water network may become more complicated as the number of heat recovery boilers
increases. The exhaust gas from the gas turbine is subdivided between the two heat recovery boilers. The
sum of fractions of exhaust gas (continuous decision variable) for space heating, ξSH(t), and domestic hot
water, ξDHW(t), has to be one:

 SH (t )   DHW (t )  1.

(3.14)

The heat rate delivered by the exhaust gas to the heat recovery boiler for space heating, H HRB , SH (t ) ,
is:
exgas
H HRB ,SH (t )   SH (t )HRBQGT
(t ),

(3.15)

where ηHRB is the heat recovery efficiency of the boiler. The heat balance equation is:
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s
r
s
sto
H HRB ,SH (t )  c p mHRB ,SH (t ) THRB
, SH  THRB , SH (t )   hex c p mHRB , SH (t )  THRB , SH  TSH (t )  ,

(3.16)

where cp is the specific heat of water; m HRB , SH (t ) is the water mass flow rate through the heat exchanger in
r
s
the storage from the heat recovery boiler (decision variable); THRB
, SH and THRB , SH (t ) are the temperatures of

sto
the water flowing into and out of the heat exchanger, respectively; TSH
(t ) is the temperature of the water in

the tank; and  hex is the efficiency of the heat exchanger. The supply temperature and heat exchanger
efficiency are assumed known, and the return temperature is a dependent variable.
The exergy input rate to the heat recovery boiler is its fraction of exhaust gas multiplied by the exergy
rate of exhaust gas. At the output, the exergy rate of the heat delivered by the heat recovery boiler,
out
E x HRB
, SH (t ) , is related to the mass flow rate and supply and return temperatures:

s
 s
 THRB

out
r
ExHRB
(
t
)

c
m
(
t
)
T

T
(
t
)

T
(
t
)
ln
  HRB ,SH
 0  T r ,SH(t )  .
, SH
p HRB , SH
HRB ,SH

 HRB ,SH  

(3.17)

The exergy loss rate in the heat recovery boiler is,
exgas
out
ExlossHRB ,SH (t )   SH (t ) ExGT
(t )  ExHRB
, SH (t ).

(3.18)

3.2.2.2. Modeling of the auxiliary natural gas boiler. The auxiliary natural gas boiler converts natural gas
into heat for the space heating demand. The natural gas volumetric flow rate required by the boiler to
provide the heat rate, H boil , SH (t ) , is given by:
Gboil ,SH (t )  H boil ,SH (t ) / boil LHVNG  ,

(3.19)

where ηboil is the combustion efficiency of the boiler. The heat balance equation for the boiler is:
dem
H boil ,SH (t )  c p mSH
Tboils ,SH (t )  Tboilr ,SH (t )  ,

(3.20)
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where:
r
sto
s
dem
Tboil
and Tboil
, SH (t )  TSH
, SH ( t )  TSH ( t ),

(3.21)

s
r
where Tboil
, SH (t ) and Tboil , SH (t ) are the temperatures of the water flowing out and into of the boiler,

respectively.
The input energy carrier to the boiler is natural gas. Similarly to the gas turbine, the exergy input rate
NG
of natural gas to the boiler, E xboil
, SH (t ) , is the natural gas volumetric flow rate consumed by the boiler

multiplied by the specific chemical exergy of natural gas, exNG. At the output, the exergy rate of the heat
out
delivered by the boiler, E xboil
, SH (t ) , is evaluated similarly to that of the heat recovery boiler, based on the

mass flow rate and supply and return temperatures. The exergy loss rate in the natural gas boiler is:
NG
out
Exlossboil ,SH (t )  Exboil
, SH (t )  Exboil , SH (t ).

(3.22)

3.2.2.3. Modeling of the heat pump. The heat pump converts electricity into heat for the space heating
demand. The electricity consumption, E HP (t ) , of the heat pump to provide the heating rate, H HP (t ) , is:

EHP (t )  H HP (t ) / COPHP ,

(3.23)

where COPHP is the coefficient of performance. The heat balance equation for the heat pump is:
dem
H HP (t )  c p mSH
THPs (t )  THPr (t )  ,

(3.24)

where:
s
dem
THP
(t )  TSH
and THP (t )  TSH (t ),

r

sto

(3.25)

s
r
where THP
(t ) and THP
(t ) are the temperatures of the water flowing out and into of the heat pump,

respectively.
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e
For the heat pump, electricity is the input energy carrier. The exergy input rate of electricity, E xHP
(t )

, is equal to the electricity consumption of the heat pump. At the output, the exergy rate of the heat delivered
out
by the heat pump, E xHP
(t ) , is evaluated similarly to that of the heat recovery and auxiliary natural gas

boilers. The exergy loss rate in the heat pump is:
e
out
ExlossHP (t )  ExHP
(t )  ExHP
(t ).

(3.26)

3.2.2.4. Modeling of the thermal energy storage system. The energy stored in the water tank at time t is
affected by: the energy stored at time (t - Δt), the heat provided by the heat recovery boiler, and the heat
supplied:
sto
sto
sto
sto ,r
c p msto,SH TSH
(t )  hex c p msto,SH TSH
(t  t )   H HRB,SH  c p msto,SH (t ) TSH
(t )  TSH
(t )  t ,

(3.27)

sto,r
(t ) is the temperature of the return water
where msto,SH is the mass of water in the thermal storage and TSH

to the tank.
3.2.2.5. Meeting demand. The above devices are interconnected by the water network through pipes. As
mentioned earlier, there are two cases. In the first one, when the temperature of the water in the tank is
dem
higher than the required, TSH
, the water is directly supplied to the buildings, and part of the water is mixed

with the return water from buildings before going to the terminal devices inside the buildings, i.e.,
dem
BP , s
BP ,r
BP , s
build , s
build , s
build , r
BP,r
build ,r
mSH
 mSH
(t )  mSH
(t )  mSH
(t )  mSH
(t )  mSH
(t )  mSH
(t )  mSH
(t )  mSH
(t ),

(3.28)

dem
BP , s
 SH
 SH
(t ) is the bypass mass
where m
is the mass flow rate required to satisfy the space heating demand; m

BP,r
(t ) is the bypass mass flow rate to be returned to the tank;
flow rate to be supplied to buildings; m SH
build , s
 SH
m
(t )

is the return mass flow rate from buildings to be mixed with the water from the storage; and

build , r
 SH
m
(t )

is the return water mass flow rate from buildings to the tank. The energy balance in the mixer is

expressed by:
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dem dem
BP ,s
sto
build ,s
r
c pmSH
TSH  c pmSH
(t )TSH
(t )  c pmSH
(t )TSH
(t ),

(3.29)

r
(t ) is the temperature of the return water from buildings. After going through buildings to satisfy
where TSH

the space heating demand, the energy balance in the mixer is expressed by:
dem sto,r
BP ,s
sto
build ,s
r
cp mSH
TSH (t )  c pmSH
(t )TSH
(t )  c pmSH
(t )TSH
(t ),

(3.30)

where TSHsto , r (t ) is the temperature of the return water to the water tank.
The heat balance equation at the demand side is:
dem
dem
H SH
(t )  c p mSH
TSHdem  TSHr (t )  ,

(3.31)

dem
(t ) is the heat rate demand of space heating.
where H SH

In the second case, when the temperature of the water in the tank is lower than the required, the water
is sent to the auxiliary natural gas boiler or the heat pump, and heated to the required temperature.

3.2.3 Modeling of water network for domestic hot water
A typical water network of domestic hot water is shown in Figure 3.3. As in the previous subsection, a
fully-mixed tank model is assumed. Since the water is used up at the demand side, cold water is
continuously supplied to the storage and warmed up by the energy provided by the heat recovery boiler and
solar collectors through two heat exchangers in the water tank.
There are two cases. When the temperature of the water in the tank is higher than the required
(assumed constant), the water is directly supplied to the buildings and mixed with the aqueduct cold water
in the mixer to bring down the temperature to the required one before the terminal use. In the second case,
when the temperature of the water in the tank is lower than the required, the water is sent to the auxiliary
natural gas boiler, and heated to the required temperature.
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Figure 3.3. Scheme of water network for domestic hot water.
The energy and exergy modeling of the heat recovery boiler, auxiliary natural gas boiler, and thermal
storage for domestic hot water is similar to the modeling of the corresponding devices for space heating.
2.3.1. Modeling of the solar thermal plant. The solar thermal plant converts solar energy into heat to meet
the domestic hot water demand. The heat rate provided by the solar thermal plant, H ST (t ) , is:

H ST (t )  coll Acoll I T (t ),

(3.32)

where Acoll is the collector area, ηcoll is the collector efficiency, and IT is the total solar irradiance. The
heat balance equation for the solar thermal plant is:
sto
H ST (t )  c p mST (t ) TSTs (t )  TSTr (t )   hex c p mST (t ) TSTs (t )  TDHW
(t )  ,

where

 ST (t )
m

(3.33)

is the water mass flow rate from the solar thermal plant through the heat exchanger in the

storage; TSTs (t ) and TSTr (t ) are the temperatures of the water flowing into and out of the heat exchanger,
respectively; and hex is the efficiency of the heat exchanger. The supply temperature is assumed 10 K
higher than that of the water in the tank and the return temperature is a dependent variable.
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Solar energy from the collectors is considered as a low-exergy source since the solar exergy input rate
is evaluated at the output of the solar collector field [20]. Therefore, by following this approach no exergy
loss is taken into account.
2.3.2. Meeting demand. Similarly to space heating, the above devices are interconnected by the water
sto
(t ) , is higher than the
network, and there are two cases. When the temperature of the water in the tank, TDHW

dem
required, TDHW
, the water is directly supplied to the buildings and mixed with the aqueduct cold water

before the terminal use, i.e.,
dem
sto
mDHW
(t )  mDHW
(t )  mcold (t ),

(3.34)

sto
dem
(t ) , and m cold (t ) are the water mass flow rates to be supplied to terminal users, the hot
(t ) , m DHW
where m DHW

water mass flow rate taken from the storage, and the cold water mass flow rate from the aqueduct,
respectively. The energy balance in the mixer is expressed by:
dem
dem
sto
sto
c p mDHW
(t )TDHW
 c pmDHW
(t )TDHW
(t )  c pmcold (t )T cold ,

(3.35)

where Tcold is the temperature of the cold water from the aqueduct. At the demand side, it is assumed that
the temperature of hot water is brought down to Tcold after terminal use, and the heat balance equation is:
dem
dem
dem
H DHW
(t )  c p mDHW
(t ) TDHW
 T cold  ,

(3.36)

dem
where H DHW
(t ) is the heat rate demand of domestic hot water.

sto
(t ) , is lower than the required,
In the second case, when the temperature of the water in the tank, TDHW

dem
TDHW
, the water is sent to the auxiliary natural gas boiler, i.e.,

dem
sto
mDHW
(t )  mDHW
(t ).

The water is heated to the required temperature in the natural gas boiler.
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(3.37)

For the overall problem, the coupling across the two water networks is that the sum of exhaust fractions
for space heating and domestic hot water has to be one (see Eq. 3.14). The coupling across all the three
networks is represented by the electricity balance (Eq. 3.12).

3.2.4 Objective functions
The objective is to minimize the total energy cost and the exergy losses at the conversion step. The
economic and exergetic objective functions are discussed in Subsubsections 3.2.4.1 and 3.2.4.2,
respectively. The multi-objective optimization method to solve the problem is discussed in Subsubsection
3.2.4.3.
3.2.4.1 Economic objective. The economic objective is to minimize the total energy cost, Cost, which is the
sum of two terms: cost of grid power and cost of natural gas:
Cost   t  Pgrid (t ) Ebuy (t )  PgasGbuy (t ) ,

(3.38)

t

where Pgrid(t) is the time-of-day unit price of electricity from the power grid, and Pgas is the constant unit
price of natural gas. The volumetric flow rate of natural gas bought, G buy (t ) , corresponds to the total
consumption requirement of the CHP system and auxiliary natural gas boilers.
3.2.4.2 Exergetic objective. As mentioned earlier, the focus of this work is on the exergy loss at the energy
conversion step, which accounts for the largest fraction of the total exergy losses in the energy-supply chain
from energy resources to user demands. The total exergy loss at the conversion step, Exlossconv, is the sum
of the exergy losses of the energy devices at the conversion step over time:

Exlossconv   t ( ExlossGT (t )  Exlossgrid (t )  ExlossHRB ,SH (t )  ExlossHRB ,DHW (t )  Exlossboil ,SH (t )
t

 Exlossboil ,DHW (t )  ExlossHP (t )).

(3.39)
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3.2.4.3 Multi-objective optimization method. With the exergetic objective function formulated in Eq. (3.39)
and the economic objective function formulated in Eq. (3.38), the problem has two objective functions to
be minimized. To solve this multiple-objective problem, a single objective function is formulated as a
weighted sum of the total energy cost, Cost, and the total exergy loss at the conversion step, Exlossconv:
Fobj  c 1    Cost  Exlossconv ,

(3.40)

where the constant c is chosen such that c Cost and Exlossconv have the same order of magnitude. The Pareto
frontier involving the best possible trade-offs between the two objectives can be found by varying the
weight ω in between the interval 0 and 1. The solution that minimizes the total energy cost is obtained when

 = 0, whereas the solution that minimizes the total exergy loss at the energy conversion step is obtained
when  = 1. The above problem is separable, nonlinear and involves both discrete and continuous variables.

3.3 Solution Methodology
To coordinate energy devices with coupling constraints and solve the problem efficiently, our idea is to use
multipliers as shadow prices in a decomposition and coordination structure. The surrogate Lagrangian
relaxation and branch-and-cut is combined for a speedy and near-optimal performance. The key idea is to
relax the constraints that couple across energy devices by Lagrangian multipliers to create subproblems,
e.g., the space heating subproblem and the domestic hot water subproblem. Since subproblems are solved
individually, their solutions are coordinated through iterative updating of multipliers. To ensure fast
convergence, the surrogate subgradient method is used. The key idea is that a proper direction to update
multipliers can be obtained without optimally solving all subproblems, which allows more frequent
multiplier updating, and reduces zigzagging. However, the convergence requires, in the step sizing process,
the knowledge of the optimal dual value, which is unknown in practice. To overcome this, a novel stepsizing formula that does not require the optimal dual value was developed [18]. This is achieved through a
constructive process in which distances between Lagrange multipliers at consecutive iterations decrease,
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and as a result, multipliers will converge to a unique limit. Because of this, computational efforts are much
reduced.
To solve subproblems by using branch-and-cut, which is suitable for mixed-integer linear problems, a
linear formulation is needed. Usually, logical constraints can be linearized by introducing new variables
and the logarithm function can be linearly approximated within a small range. For other nonlinear terms
such as cross product, and square and cube functions, the linearization is not easy. In the framework of
surrogate Lagrangian relaxation, solutions from the previous iteration can be used as input data in the next
iteration. Therefore the nonlinear terms can be linearly approximated by using the values of the previous
solution. The resulting linear problem will be optimized and the previous solution will be updated.
To coordinate energy devices with coupling constraints and solve the problem efficiently, our idea is
to use multipliers as shadow prices in a decomposition and coordination structure. Surrogate Lagrangian
relaxation and branch-and-cut are combined for a speedy and near-optimal performance [21-23]. After
relaxing the coupling constraints, i.e., CHP exhaust gas sharing constraints (Eq. 3.14) by Lagrangian
multipliers, the relaxed problem is to minimize the following Lagrangian function, L, as:









L ( , y )  c 1   Cost (y )  Exlossconv (y )   (t ) SH (t )  DHW (t )  1 ,
t

(3.41)

subject to Eq. (3.1)-(3.13) and (3.15)-(3.39). In the above,  represent multipliers relaxing CHP exhaust gas
sharing constraints, and y represent all the decision variables.
Then, there are two subproblems, e.g., the space heating subproblem and the domestic hot water
subproblem (with electricity-related devices). They are solved by branch-and-cut individually.
By solving the relaxed problem, the dual function becomes:
q(  )  min L( , y).

(3.42)

y
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Instead of obtaining the dual value (3.42), a surrogate dual value is obtained in surrogate Lagrangian
relaxation as follows:
L  k , y k   c 1    Cost( y)  Exlossconv ( y)   k g ( y k ).

(3.43)

In the above, k and yk are multipliers and any feasible solution of the relaxed problem at iteration k,
respectively, and g~( y k ) are the surrogate subgradient vectors consisting of:
g  y k   SH (t )  DHW (t )  1.

(3.44)

Since surrogate Lagrangian relaxation does not require the relaxed problem to be fully optimized,
surrogate subgradient directions may not form acute angles with directions toward optimal multipliers,
which will cause divergence. To guarantee that surrogate directions form acute angles with directions
toward the optimal multipliers, the relaxed problem has to be sufficiently optimized, such that surrogate
dual values in Eq. (3.43) satisfy the surrogate optimality condition:
L   k , y k   L   k , y k 1  ,

(3.45)

where yk-1 is a feasible solution at the iteration k-1.Since the relaxed problem is not fully optimized and
subgradient directions do not change much at each iteration, computational requirements and zigzagging
of multipliers are much reduced as compared to traditional subgradient methods.
In the method, multipliers are updated as:

 k 1   k  d k g ( y k ),

(3.46)

where dk is the stepsize. It has been proven that the multipliers converge to the optimum if the stepsizes are
updated by using the novel step-sizing formula developed in [21].
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To solve subproblems by using branch-and-cut, which is suitable for mixed-integer linear problems, a
linear formulation is needed [24, 25]. Usually, the logarithm function can be linearly approximated within
a small range. For other nonlinear terms such as cross product, the linearization is not easy. In the
framework of surrogate Lagrangian relaxation, solutions from the previous iteration can be used as input
data in the next iteration. Therefore the nonlinear terms can be linearly approximated by using the values
of the previous solution under the monotonic condition as proved in [22]. The resulting linear problem will
be optimized and the previous solution will be updated.

3.4 Numerical Results
The method discussed above has been implemented by using the commercial branch-and-cut solver IBM
ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio Version 12.6 on a PC with 2.90GHz Intel (R) i7 CPU and 16G RAM.
The targeted end-user is a large hypothetic hotel in Beijing with an area of 30,000 m2. A typical winter day
of January is chosen, with one hour as time-step. The input data for the optimization model are first
described in Subsubsection 3.4.1. Then, the Pareto frontier is presented and the operation strategies under
different weights are discussed for different trade-off points in Subsubsection 3.4.2. The exergy losses of
each step in the energy-supply chain obtained by the energy cost minimization and exergy loss minimization
are also presented. In addition, the effects of energy resource prices are discussed. Finally, the comparison
among different DES configurations is discussed in Subsubsection 3.4.3.

3.4.1 Input data
China is the second largest building energy user in the world, ranked first in residential energy consumption
and third in commercial energy consumption [26]. Moreover, in China the application of DESs has been
increased rapidly in recent years with the supportive government policies and financial incentives [27].
Therefore, a large hypothetic hotel in Beijing is chose as the targeted end-user. The hourly electricity,
domestic hot water and space heating rate demands for a typical winter day of January are taken from a
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comprehensive investigation about energy demands of hotels in Beijing [28], and they are shown in Figure
3.4. The time-of-day unit price of electricity from the power grid is also shown in Figure 3.4 [29]. The
exergy efficiency of the power generation plant is assumed equal to 0.32, a typical value when electricity
is mostly generated by coal-fired thermal power plants as in China. The unit price of natural gas is assumed
equal to 0.38 $/Nm3 [29], where Nm3 stands for the volume of gas at 0°C temperature and at 1.013 bar
pressure. Its exergy factor is assumed equal to 1.04 [17].

Figure 3.4. Energy rate demands of the hotel and grid price for a typical winter day of January.
To evaluate the heat rate provided by the solar thermal plant, the hourly solar irradiance of a winter
day is evaluated as the average of the solar irradiance of corresponding hours of all January days [30]. The
sizes of the energy devices and thermal storages as well as the efficiencies assumed in this work are listed
in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1. Size and efficiency of energy devices and thermal storages.
Efficiency
Electrical
Thermal
0.24
µGT = 0.080
0.40

Primary energy
devices
Gas turbine
Solar thermal plant
Secondary energy
devices

Size
(MW)
1.25
0.41
Size
(MW)

Heat pump

5.0

HP
= 3.0
COPSH

Heat recovery boiler
SH - DHW
Thermal energy
storage
SH - DHW

2.4 – 1.1

ηHRB =0.80 ηboiler = 0.90

Capacity
(MWh)
0.064 – 0.24
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Efficiency

Efficiency
0.98

3.4.2 Pareto frontier
Based on the network configurations shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3, there are non-linearizable logic
constraints. The Surrogate Lagrangian relaxation method combined with branch-and-cut is suitable for
mixed-integer linear problems. To get a linear problem and test this innovative optimization method,
temperatures of the water in the tanks are hypothesized lower than the required temperatures in the
numerical testing. This assumption is supported by the fact that, in winter days, solar radiation is in general
lower than in summer days, and electricity demand is also lower. As a consequence, water temperature in
the storage tanks can be lower than that required for most of the day.
The optimization problem can be solved within several minutes and the Pareto frontier is shown in
Figure 3.5. The point marked with a is obtained by minimizing the total energy cost, and the daily energy
cost is 3,487 $/d whereas the daily exergy losses at the conversion step are 75,459 kJ/d. The point marked
with b is obtained by minimizing the total exergy losses at the conversion step. The daily energy cost is
3,718 $/d whereas the daily exergy losses are 68,687 kJ/d. The points between the extreme points are found
by subdividing the weight interval into 100 equally-spaced points. There are 13 points since some solutions
have been found under more than one weight values.

Figure 3.5. Pareto frontier.
Each point on the Pareto frontier corresponds to a different operation strategy of the DES. In order to
understand how the operation strategies vary with the weight , the optimized operation strategies of the
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DES obtained by varying the weight from 0 to 1 with a 0.1 increase, are presented in Figure 3.6. Figure
3.6a shows that, when  varies from 0 to 1 (from energy cost minimization to exergy loss minimization),
the share of the electricity load (sum of electricity demand and electricity required by the heat pump)
satisfied by the CHP system increases while the exergy losses reduce. This highlights the essential role of
the CHP system in the reduction of exergy losses because of the recovery of waste heat for thermal
purposes, leading to efficient use of the high-quality energy resource.
Figure 3.6b shows that from energy cost minimization to exergy loss minimization, the share of space
heating demand satisfied by the heat recovery boiler increases, coherent with the increasing use of the CHP
(as shown in Figure 3.6a), highlighting the importance of waste heat recovery for the exergetic purpose.
The use of exhaust gas for low-exergy thermal demands reduces the exergy losses occurring at the energy
conversion step. When  varies from 0 to 1, the share of space heating demand met by the heat pump
exhibits an opposite trend, decreasing with the reduced use of the grid power, as shown in Figure 3.6a.
Figure 3.6c shows that from energy cost minimization to exergy loss minimization, the share of the
domestic hot water demand satisfied by the heat recovery boiler increases coherently with the increased use
of the CHP system. Conversely, the share of domestic hot water demand satisfied by the auxiliary natural
gas boiler reduces, highlighting that combustion processes should be avoided for thermal purposes, thereby
reducing the waste of high-quality energy resources.
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Figure 3.6. Optimized operation strategies of the DES at various trade-off points for a) electricity, b)
space heating, c) domestic hot water.
Figure 3.7 shows the exergy losses occurring at the various steps of the energy-supply chain (i.e.,
conversion, storage, terminal devices, final consumption) under cost and exergy loss (at the conversion step)
minimization. Exergy losses occurring in the storages and in the terminal devices as well as exergy of user
demands are evaluated according to [1]. In the exergy loss minimization, exergy losses at the conversion
step are about 9% lower than those obtained by energy cost minimization. On the other hand, exergy losses
occurring in the storages are 22% higher than those obtained under energy cost minimization. This is
because, under exergy loss minimization, there is larger use of heat recovery boilers, which charge the
storages, than what occurs under energy cost minimization, as shown in Figures 3.6b and 3.6c. This means
that the minimization of exergy losses at the conversion step does not guarantee the minimization of exergy
losses in the other steps of the energy-supply chain. However, the total exergy loss occurring in the whole
energy-supply chain under exergy loss minimization is 7% lower than that obtained under cost
minimization.
The optimized operation strategies of the DES may depend on the prices of energy resources. In the
problem under consideration (reference case), the price of natural gas is cheaper than that of grid power as
in the current Chinese market. In other countries, the opposite may occur. To show how the relative prices
of natural gas and grid power affect the optimized operation strategies, the problem is solved with a high
natural gas price, 0.57$/Nm3, which is 150% of the original price and higher than that of the grid power.
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Figure 3.7. Exergy losses of each step in the energy-supply chain under cost and exergy loss
minimization
Figure 3.8 shows the optimized operation strategies for electricity at the various trade-off points with
a high natural gas price. It is shown that the share of the electricity load satisfied by the CHP system
increases from energy cost minimization to exergy loss minimization. However, compared to the reference
case in Figure 3.6a, the share of electricity load covered by the CHP system is generally lower when the
weight of the economic objective is higher than that of the exergetic one, and almost the same when the
weight of the economic objective is lower. In particular, when ω = 0, 0.3 and 0.5, the share of electricity
load covered by the CHP system is 46%, 51% and 69% in the new case, respectively, while 63%, 66% and
74% in the reference case, respectively. The lower usage of the CHP system results in lower amount of
exhaust gas and consequent higher usage of auxiliary boilers for thermal purposes. This leads to higher
exergy losses at the energy conversion step as compared to the reference case.
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Figure 3.8. Optimized operation strategies at various trade-off points for electricity with high gas price

3.4.3 Configuration comparison
To show how each energy device contributes to the reduction of energy costs and exergy losses, various
configurations of the DES are now analyzed. For each configuration, one energy device is taken out of the
DES, including the solar thermal plant, auxiliary natural gas boilers, heat pump, and entire CHP system. In
addition, a conventional energy supply system is also considered. The grid power is used to meet the
electricity demand, the electricity required by an electric heater to satisfy the space heating demand, and
the electricity required by an electric boiler to satisfy the domestic hot water demand. All the above
configurations are listed in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2. Investigated configurations.

Configuration

Energy devices taken out of the reference case (Configuration I)

1

With all devices

2

Without solar thermal plant

3

Without auxiliary natural gas boilers

4

Without heat pump

5

Without CHP system

Configuration

Conventional energy supply system

6

All from grid power

The daily energy costs obtained under cost minimization of different configurations are compared in
Figure 3.9. Configuration 1 is the reference case, consisting of all energy devices listed in Table 3.1. The
reference case shows the best performance in terms of the daily energy costs as compared with the other
configurations. For Configurations 2 and 3, the daily energy costs are about 2% larger than those in
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Configuration 1. For Configuration 4, the daily energy costs are 18% higher than those in Configuration 1,
because of the high conversion efficiency of the heat pump. Configuration 5 excludes the CHP system.
The costs are 34% larger than those in Configuration 1, pointing out the essential role of the CHP system
in the reduction of energy costs. The worst case is represented by the conventional energy supply system
(Configuration 6). The 265% increase in the daily energy costs, as compared with Configuration 1, shows
that the energy costs can be strongly reduced by the optimized operation of the DES.

Figure 3.9. Total daily energy costs under energy cost minimization for Configurations 1-6.
Figure 3.10 shows the exergy losses occurring at different steps of the energy-supply chain obtained
by the exergy loss (at the conversion step) minimization for the configurations listed in Table 3.2. The
reference case (Configuration 1) shows the best performance, also in terms of minimum exergy losses at
the conversion step. For Configuration 2, exergy losses increase by 2% as compared with Configuration 1.
For Configuration 3, the exergy losses are the same as those in Configuration 1, since in the exergy loss
minimization the auxiliary boilers are never used to satisfy the domestic hot water and space heating
demands, as shown in Figures 3.6b and 3.6c. The exergy losses for Configuration 4 (without the heat pump),
are 22% larger than those in Configuration 1, showing the importance of the heat pump not only in the
reduction of energy costs but also in the reduction of exergy losses, thanks to its high conversion efficiency.
A 28% increase in the exergy losses is found for Configuration 5, as compared with Configuration 1.
Without the CHP system, there is no exhaust gas for heat, and the use of auxiliary boilers increases the
exergy losses because of the combustion processes. Finally, similarly to the energy costs, the worst case is
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represented by Configuration 6, where the exergy losses are 175% larger than those in Configuration 1.
When all the demands are satisfied by electricity, high exergy losses occur, since a high quality energy
carrier, electricity, is used to satisfy low-quality thermal demands.

Figure 3.10. Exergy losses of each step in the energy-supply chain under exergy loss minimization for
Configurations 1-6.
Exergy losses in thermal storages do not reach the minimum value in the reference case. The minimum
value is obtained in Configuration 5, which is 93% lower than that in the reference case. Without the CHP
system, the SH storage is not used with consequent zero exergy losses, and the DHW storage is only charged
by the solar thermal collectors. Therefore, the total exergy loss is reduced at the storage step. However, the
total exergy loss occurring in the whole energy-supply chain reaches the minimum in the reference case as
compared with other configurations.

3.5 Conclusion
This work analyzes the exergy-efficient management of the energy-supply chain of a DES to reduce both
energy costs and exergy losses at the conversion step. A mixed-integer optimization problem considering
several energy devices is formulated and is solved by surrogate Lagrangian relaxation combined with
branch-and-cut. The objective is to minimize a weighted sum of energy costs and exergy losses at the
conversion step. Numerical results show that when both fossil and renewable energy resources are
appropriately combined under the optimized operation of the DES, energy costs and exergy losses can be
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reduced. The use of high-quality energy resources can be reduced through the reduction of exergy losses at
the energy conversion step, which are the largest part in the whole energy-supply chain, leading to
sustainability of energy supply systems. The operators of DESs can choose the operation strategy from the
Pareto frontier based on cost and sustainability concerns. Future work may include exergy-efficient
management of the various steps of the energy supply chain, from energy resources to user demands, to
reduce the total exergy loss of each sub-process.
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Chapter 4

4 Operation and Design Optimization of Microgrids with Renewables
To reduce energy costs and emissions of microgrids, daily operation is critical. The problem is to commit
and dispatch distributed devices with renewable generation to minimize energy and emission costs while
meeting forecasted energy demand. The problem is challenging because of the intermittent nature of
renewables. In this chapter, PV uncertainties are modeled by a Markovian process. For effective
coordination, other devices are modeled as Markov processes with states depending on PV states. The entire
problem is stochastic and Markovian. This combinatorial problem is solved by branch-and-cut. Beyond
energy and emission costs, to consider capital and maintenance costs in the long run, microgrid design is
also essential. The problem is to decide device sizes with given types to minimize the lifetime cost while
satisfying energy demand, where the complexity increases exponentially with the problem size. To evaluate
the lifetime cost including the reliability cost and the classic components such as capital and fuel costs, a
linear model is established. By selecting a limited number of possible device size combinations, exhaustive
search is used to find the optimized design. Results show that the operation method is efficient in saving
cost and computation time, and scalable, and the lifetime cost is reduced by the optimized design. The
implications for regulators and distribution utilities are also discussed.
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4.1 Introduction
With world’s increasing energy demand and growing environmental concerns, efficient utilization of
energy is essential for sustainable living, especially renewable energy. Reliable and flexible microgrids,
which can operate under the grid-connected mode and can also turn into an islanded mode [1, 2], provide a
promising opportunity and a desirable infrastructure. In microgrids, different distributed energy devices,
such as gas turbines, photovoltaic (PV) panels, and natural gas boilers, generate and store different types of
energy such as electricity, steam, and hot/chilled water to satisfy time-varying electricity and thermal
demand. They should be coordinated through daily operation to reduce the energy cost and greenhouse gas
emissions. To consider capital and maintenance costs in the long run, microgrid design (device types and
sizes) is also critical.
The microgrid under consideration involves different distributed energy devices: Combined Cooling
Heat and Power (CCHP), PV panels, natural gas boilers, electrical chillers and batteries, chosen among
commonly used devices in practical microgrids. The microgrid operation problem is hierarchical, from unit
commitment, economic dispatch, to optimal power flow. Focusing on the first two, the problem under
consideration is to commit and dispatch distributed devices to minimize energy and CO2 emission costs
under the grid-connected mode while meeting the forecasted electricity and thermal demand of the
following day. While the design problem is to decide device sizes with given types to minimize the lifetime
cost while satisfying energy demand.
Optimized microgrid operation, however, is challenging because of the intermittent nature of
renewables. In the literature, uncertainties were usually modeled by scenarios in microgrid operation
problems. However, it is difficult to select an appropriate number of scenarios to balance modeling
accuracy, solution feasibility, and computational efficiency. In this chapter, a mixed-integer model is
established from the energy and emission point of view in Subsection 4.3. To avoid the difficulties
associated with scenario-based methods, our ideas is to model PV generation by a Markovian process with
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the current state summarizing all past information.

For effective coordination, other devices are

correspondingly modeled as Markov processes with states depending on the states of PV generation. The
entire problem is therefore stochastic and Markovian, and this has not been found in the literature for
microgrid operation. This combinatorial problem is solved by branch-and-cut.
Optimized design is also challenging since the problem complexity increases exponentially as the
problem size increases, and energy resources (e.g., solar irradiance), fuel prices, and load are uncertain. In
addition, the reliability costs, i.e., costs of microgrid protection devices and costs of unserved load when
there is no power supply, are hard to estimate. In the literature, existing software packages were widely
used, with uncertainties addressed by sensitivity analysis. While reliability costs were rarely considered.
In this chapter, a linear model is established in Subsection 4.4 to evaluate the microgrid lifetime cost
including the reliability cost and the classic components such as capital and fuel costs. The modeling of
daily operation is simplified since it is consistent with that in the operation problem. The reliability cost is
obtained based on the microgrid configuration and the estimated cost of unserved load during power
outages. Based on load profiles, a limited number of possible combinations of device sizes is considered.
With heuristic strategies for daily operation, exhaustive search is used to find the optimized design.
In Subsection 4.5, two examples are presented. The first small classroom example is to illustrate the
Markov-based modeling of PV generation in operation, and show different components of the lifetime cost
in design. The second semi-realistic one is to show that the operation method is efficient in saving cost and
computation time, and scalable. It is also to compare lifetime costs of different design configurations and
show impacts of uncertain factors in design. The implications of the above models and methods on
operation and design of microgrids with renewables for regulators and distribution utilities are discussed in
Subsection 4.6.
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4.2 Literature Review
To formulate and solve the microgrid operation problem, models and methods provided in the literature are
reviewed in Subsubsection 4.2.1. Related works on microgrid design are reviewed in Subsubsection 4.2.2.
Since operation and design problems of Distributed Energy Systems (DESs) are similar to those of
microgrids, related studies are also involved.
To formulate and solve the microgrid operation problem, models and methods provided in the literature are
reviewed in Subsubsection 4.2.1. Related works on microgrid design are reviewed in Subsubsection 4.2.2.
Our earlier work is briefly reviewed in Subsubsection 4.2.3. Since operation and design problems of
Distributed Energy Systems (DESs) are similar to those of microgrids, related studies are also involved.

4.2.1 Operation of microgrids
The microgrid operation problem is hierarchical, from unit commitment, economic dispatch, to optimal
power flow. Many researchers focus on unit commitment and economic dispatch of microgrids or DESs
in the literature. Some of them focus on reducing energy costs as the single objective through daily
operation [3-11]. For example, a mixed-integer linear model was developed to minimize the daily energy
costs of grid power and natural gas for a microgrid while satisfying energy demand [3]. In this model, PV
generation was modeled by a deterministic approach without explicitly considering uncertainties, calculated
off-line with given parameters and solar irradiation. The battery was modeled by standard dynamics for
state of charge without energy losses. The electrical grid was simplified by modeling electricity balance,
i.e., electricity generated by the microgrid and bought from the grid equals electricity consumed in the
microgrid, where the detailed electrical power models were not considered. The problem was solved by
using branch-and-cut, and the impacts of uncertain demand and renewable generation were analyzed by the
scenario tree method. In [4], a mixed-integer nonlinear model was developed, where PV and wind
uncertainties were modeled by scenarios. It is, however, difficult to select an appropriate number of
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scenarios to balance modeling accuracy, solution feasibility, and computational efficiency. Batteries were
modeled by standard state dynamics considering charge and discharge efficiencies, and the electrical grid
was simplified by modeling electricity balance. A metaheuristic algorithm was used to solve the problem.
A decentralized energy management system was developed by Siemens for virtual power plants to
minimize overall costs through coordination of distributed generators and energy storage [5]. With
simplified models for energy devices, the modeling of renewable generation is based on forecasting and the
overall problem is not stochastic.
Beyond considering energy costs as a single objective, multi-objective optimization methods were
also developed for microgrid or DES operation by taking other factors such as emissions in to account [12,
13]. In [12], a stochastic model was developed for energy management of microgrids to minimize costs
and emissions. In this model, demand and renewable generation uncertainties were modeled by scenarios,
and batteries were modeled by standard state dynamics. A teaching-learning-based optimization algorithm
was developed to solve the problem. In [14], a deterministic model was developed to minimize power
generation cost and to maximize the useful life of batteries without considering renewable generation
uncertainties. The problem was solved by a genetic algorithm, and testing was carried out using the actual
measured data.

4.2.2 Design of microgrids
In the microgrid/DES operation problem, device types and sizes are given, while operation and maintenance
(O&M) costs are not considered. From the long run point of view, determining device types and sizes is
also critical. In the literature, mathematical models and optimization methods were developed for optimal
design of microgrids or DESs to minimize the total annual cost or lifetime cost [15-24]. Since the design
horizon is much longer than the operation horizon, the uncertainties of renewable generation will be
averaged out and are usually not considered in the design problem. Also, reliability costs were rarely
considered within the design optimization framework.
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In the design problem, the operation strategies were usually considered for typical season days, and
each day repeats for the entire season [15-19]. To select optimal device sizes based on given types with
constant efficiencies, a linear model was developed to minimize the annual cost of a microgrid [15]. The
formulation was deterministic, and wind uncertainties were modelled by repeatedly running the
deterministic model in a Monte Carlo simulation. The problem was solved by the simplex method. To
decide both device types and sizes (with constant efficiencies), a mixed-integer linear problem was
developed in [16]. The problem was solved by branch-and-bound combined with the simplex method.
Since the energy demand, electricity and gas prices, and the carbon tax rate are uncertain, sensitivity
analysis were executed on those factors. To consider the varying device efficiencies with generation levels,
a more complex mixed-integer nonlinear model was presented in [17]. Given the nonlinear nature caused
by varying efficiencies, after convex underestimation and linearization by introducing new variables, the
problem was solved by using branch-and-bound for near-optimal solutions.
In some studies on design, more typical days in a year were considered. For simplicity, heuristic
operation strategies were used, where operation optimization was not involved in the design framework
[19-24].

To minimize total lifetime costs, exhaustive search with the limited number of possible

combinations of device types and sizes was used to find the optimal design in [19-22]. Sensitivity analysis
was used to explore the impacts of uncertain factors such as load and fuel prices. With the consideration
of multiple objectives, the genetic algorithm was used to find the optimal design of microgrids and DESs
(without considering thermal energy) in [23, 24]. In [23], a hybrid PV-wind-diesel microgrid with batteries
was considered, a multi-objective model was established to minimize the lifetime cost and emissions.
Sensitivity analysis was conducted for inflation of diesel fuel prices, acquisition costs of PV panels, and
emissions from PV panels. In [24], a similar model was devolved to minimize lifetime costs, CO2 emissions
and unmet load simultaneously, and the problem was also solved by the same method.
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4.2.3 Our previous work
To overcome the difficulties caused by scenario-based approaches, a Markovian approach was developed
to solve day-ahead unit commitment problems in our previous work [25]. Without considering transmission
capacities, wind generation was aggregated and modeled as a Markov chain, where a state represents the
wind generation at a particular hour and captures all the past information. Since the number of states
increases linearly with that of hours, the complexity is significantly reduced as compared to scenario-based
formulations.

The detailed complexity comparison among the deterministic approach, stochastic

programming and our approach can be found in Subsection V-D of [25]. The problem was effectively
solved by using branch-and-cut. In Example 1 of [25], a small system with two units was tested, and the
results show the differences between our approach and stochastic programming. In Example 2, a system
with 309 units was tested. The optimization and simulation results demonstrate the computational
efficiency, the effectiveness to accommodate high level wind penetration, and the ability to capture lowprobability high-impact events of. The approach thus represents a new and effective way to address
stochastic problems without scenario analysis. Unlike wind, PV generation has day-night and seasonal
patterns.
Recently, we also established a mixed-integer linear model for operation optimization of DESs
(without batteries) to minimize the energy cost and increase the total exergy efficiency of a DES [26].
Without considering renewable uncertainties, the deterministic problem was solved by branch-and-cut. To
reduce the energy cost and CO2 emissions, a similar model was developed in [27], and the problem was
solved by the same method. In [28], a more complicated mixed-integer model was developed to reduce the
energy cost and exergy losses at the energy conversion step, which accounts for the largest part of the total
exergy loss in the whole energy-supply chain. The surrogate Lagrangian relaxation method was used to
solve the problem.
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4.3 The Operation Problem
In this subsection, the operation problem is described in Subsubsection 4.3.1.

The mathematical

formulation is established in Subsubsection 4.3.2. Based on the problem characteristics, the solution
methodology is briefly presented in Subsubsection 4.3.3.

4.3.1 Problem Description
For operation, the microgrid under consideration involves different distributed energy devices as shown in
Figure 4.1. The CCHP system consists of multiple gas turbines and heat recovery steam generators, a
steam-driven absorption chiller, and a heat exchanger, as sketched inside dashed lines. Electrical load and
electricity required by electric chillers can be satisfied by grid power, CCHP, PV panels, and batteries. The
microgrid can also sell extra electricity back to the grid. The electric and steam-driven chillers are used for
space cooling, while steam and natural gas boilers for space heating. Domestic hot water load can be met
by steam through the heat exchanger with sufficient exhaust heat from power generation. From the
environmental point of view, combustion of natural gas in CCHP and boilers causes CO2 emissions.
Based on [15], consider the daily operation of a microgrid over 24 (T) hours with each hour indexed
by t (1  t  T). For devices, their properties such as cost functions and capacities are assumed known.
Energy demand including electricity, space heating/cooling, and domestic hot water is also assumed known
at hour t. The operation problem is to decide the device operation strategies such as on/off statuses and
generation levels to reduce the total energy and emission costs while meeting the given time-varying
demand and satisfying individual device constraints.
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Figure 4.1. Configuration of the microgrid under consideration

4.3.2 Problem Formulation
For microgrid operation under the grid-connected mode, a mixed-integer model is established from the
energy and emission point of view. Modeling of devices is presented in Subsubsection 4.3.2.1, and the
focus is on PV generation since the intermittent nature of renewables is a major challenge in modeling.
System balance is formulated in Subsubsection 4.3.2.2.

The objective function is discussed in

Subsubsection 4.3.2.3.
4.3.2.1

Modeling of devices

As mentioned earlier, this work is on unit commitment and economic dispatch, and device modeling focuses
on on/off statuses and generation levels as in [3-9]. For simplicity, device efficiencies are assumed constant,
although they generally depend on generation levels. This fixed-efficiency assumption has often been used
in the literature for microgrid design and operation optimization to maintain problem linearity [3, 15].
Modeling of CCHP, boilers, chillers, PV, and battery is presented as follows, and constraints generally
include capacity, energy consumption and emissions.
1) Modeling of CCHP [29]
In CCHP, gas turbines are used to meet electrical load by natural gas, while the fossil fuel combustion
causes emissions. Then, exhaust heat is recovered in heat recovery steam generators, and the high71

temperature steam could be directly used for space heating, or sent to the absorption chiller and heat
exchanger for space cooling and domestic hot water, respectively. Constraints for CCHP are presented
below.
Capacity constraints of gas turbines: The generation level of the mth gas turbine PmGT(t) (continuous
decision) should be within its minimum PmGT,min(t) and maximum PmGT,max(t) if the device is on (on/off
binary decision xmGT (t) = 1), i.e.,

PmGT ,min xmGT (t )  PmGT (t )  PmGT ,max xmGT (t ).

(4.1)

For other devices, this constraint is omitted.
Gas consumption of gas turbines: The amount of natural gas needed in the mth gas turbine GmGT(t) is
calculated as follows:

GmGT (t )  PmGT (t ) / ( e,GT HV Gas ),

(4.2)

where e,GT is the gas-to-electric efficiency, and HVgas is the heat value of natural gas.
CO2 emissions of gas turbines: The amount of CO2 due to the natural gas combustion in the mth gas turbine
EnvmGT(t) is:

EnvmGT (t )  GmGT (t ) HV GasG cin ,

(4.3)

where Gcin(t) denotes the carbon intensity of natural gas.
Heat of exhaust gas in turbines: The amount of heat contained in the exhaust gas from the mth gas turbine
QmGT(t) is:

QmGT (t )  PmGT (t ) th ,GT /  e,GT ,

(4.4)

where th,GT is the thermal efficiency of the gas turbine.
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Total steam: Steam generated by all steam generators could be directly used for space heating QSteam-SH(t),
sent to the absorption chiller for space cooling QSteam-SC(t), or sent to the heat exchanger for domestic hot
water QSteam-DHW(t), i.e.,
GT
HRSG
 Q Steam SH (t )  Q Steam SC (t )  Q Steam DHW (t ),
 Qm (t )
m

(4.5)

where HRSG is the energy efficiency of the steam generator.
Heat in the heat exchanger: The amount of heat provided by the heat exchanger for demotic hot water HHEDHW

(t) is:

H HE  DHW (t )  Q Steam DHW (t ) HE ,

(4.6)

where HE is the efficiency of the heat exchanger.
Cooling in the absorption chiller: The amount of cooling provided by the absorption chiller CSChiller(t) is:

C SChiller (t )  Q SteamSC (t ) HR ,SChiller COPSChiller ,

(4.7)

where HR,SChiller and COPSChiller denote the heat recovery efficiency and coefficient of performance of the
chiller.
2) Modeling of natural gas boilers
Gas consumption of boilers: The amount of gas needed in the nth natural gas boiler Gnboiler(t) is calculated
as follows:

Gnboiler (t )  H nboiler (t ) / ( boiler HV Gas ),

(4.8)

where Hnboiler(t) denotes the heat generation level of the boiler, and boiler is the efficiency of the boiler. The
modeling of CO2 emissions Envnboiler(t) is similar to that of gas turbines.
3) Modeling of electric chillers
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Electricity consumption of electric chillers: The electricity required by the lth electric chiller PlEChiller(t) is:

Pl EChiller (t )  ClEChiller (t ) / ( EChillerCOP EChiller ),

(4.9)

where ClEChiller(t) denotes the amount of cooling generated in the electric chiller, and ,EChiller and COPEChiller
denote the efficiency and coefficient of performance of the chiller.
4) Modeling of PV generation
Unlike wind, an important characteristic of the solar behavior is the day-night pattern, i.e., PV generation
is zero when the sun is not shining [30]. A sinusoidal wave with zero values for darkness hours is a good
approximation to this behavior [31], while its amplitude and scale factors depend on the hours of sunshine
and maximum power output. In addition, PV generation also has a seasonal behavior [30], since the position
of the sun influences the incidence of the solar rays on PV panels.
To avoid the computational complexity caused by scenario -based methods as discussed in Section II,
a Markov-based model is established to integrate intermittent and uncertain PV generation into microgrids
based on our early work for wind [25]. In the model, the PV generation is assumed to be a discrete Markov
process, following related real case studies [32, 33]. The capacity of PV generation is evenly divided into
N intervals, and states are defined as minimum values of each interval, arranged ascendingly. Based on
historical data, the probability that the current state is j if the previous PV state was i can be obtained as
follows [34],

Pij 

observed transitions from state i to j
ocurrences of state i

.

(4.10)

In this way, the state transition matrix PST can be established.
To solve the problem for a specific region, the historical PV generation data should be analyzed to
determine the number of states N as a balance between modeling accuracy and computation efficiency. The
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transition matrix should be also updated by incorporating the latest weather forecast. Because of the
seasonal behaviors, a state transition matrix is needed for each season.
Then the probability that the PV generation is PiPV at time t, denoted as i(t), is the sum of probabilities
at time t-1 weighted by different transitions:
N

 i (t )   Pji j (t  1).

(4.11)

j 1

The probabilities of PV generation levels for future time slots can be obtained based on the initial PV
generation state and the transition matrix.
The generation level of the i interval is denoted as PiPV. With PV(t) defined as the weight factor to
reduce PV generation to zero during darkness hours, the adjusted PV generation PAdPVi (t) is obtained as
follows:

Pi AdPV (t )  i (t ) Pi PV (t ).

(4.12)

5) Modeling of battery
To capture state dynamics, a simplified battery model is used here, assuming charging/discharging
efficiencies are 100%. Battery charge and discharge is extended to depend on PV states. The state of
charge at time t under PV state i is denoted as PiBat(t). The standard one dimensional state equation on state
of change in the literature is extended to two dimensional on the state of change and PV states as follows,

Pi Bat (t  1)  PjBat (t )  Pi bc (t )  Pi bd (t ), j, i  i | i (t )  0,

(4.13)

where i(t) is the probability that the PV generation is PiPV at time t, which can be calculated as the sum of
probabilities at time t-1 weighted by different transitions. In addition, the battery cannot be charged and
discharged simultaneously.
6) Modeling of CCHP, boilers and chillers based on PV states
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For effective coordination, other devices are correspondingly modeled as Markov processes with states
depending on the states of PV generation. The generation levels of CCHP, boilers and electric chillers, and
the amount of grid power are therefore modeled to depend PV states. Take the mth gas turbine in CCHP as
an example. For each PV state i, there is a corresponding generation level Pm,iGT(t) (continuous decision).
The other devices are modeled in a similar way.
4.3.2.2

Modeling of system balance

The electrical grid is simplified by modeling electricity balance as in the literature [3-9], where detailed
electrical power models are not considered.
1) Electricity balance: In the microgrid, the summation of electricity generated by PV panels and CCHP,
discharged by the battery and bought from the grid equals the summation of electricity demand, electricity
consumed by electric chillers, sold to the grid, and stored. Similar to other devices, the amount of electricity
from or to the grid is also modeled to depend on PV states for effective coordination. The electricity balance
constraint should be satisfied at every hour for each PV state where its probability is nonzero, i.e.,

Pi AdPV (t )   PmGT,i (t )  Pi bd (t )  Pi buy (t )  Pdem (t )   Pl ,EChiller
(t )  Pi sell (t )  Pi bc (t ), i i | i (t )  0. (4.14)
i
m

l

In the above, the new decision variables are Pibuy(t) and Pisell(t), the amount of electricity bought from and
sold to the grid, respectively. The demand Pdem(t) is assumed given.
2) Thermal balance. For space heating, the summation of heat generated by natural gas boilers and provided
by steam equals the demand, i.e.,
boiler
Steam  SH
(t )  H demSH (t ), i i | i (t )  0,
 H n ,i (t )  Qi
n

where the demand Hdem-SH(t) is assumed given.
Thermal balance for space cooling and domestic hot water is formulated in a similar way.
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(4.15)

The entire problem is therefore stochastic and Markovian.
4.3.2.3

Objective function

The objective is to minimize the total daily cost, i.e., energy and emission costs. The energy cost Cost
consists of three terms, buying natural gas from the station and electricity from the grid, and selling
electricity back to the grid, i.e.,







Cost   i (t ) C Gas   GmGT,i (t )   Gnboiler
(t )  C Grid ,buy (t )  Pi buy (t )  C Grid ,sell (t )  Pi sell (t )   t ,
,i
t

i

m

n

(4.16)

where CGrid,buy(t) and CGrid,sell(t) denote the unit price of electricity from and to the grid at time t, respectively;
CGas is the unit price of natural gas; and Δt is the time slot length.
To quantify the cost of CO2 emissions caused by the natural gas combustion in gas turbines and boilers,
the carbon tax CarbonTax is considered here [35], i.e.,





CarbonTax  PCTax i (t )  EnvmGT,i (t )   Envnboiler
(t ) ,
,i
t

i

m

n

(4.17)

where PCTax denotes the carbon tax on CO2 emissions ($/kg). Since the carbon tax associated with grid
power generation is already reflected in the grid price, it is not involved here.
Based on the above, the overall objective to be minimized is Cost + CarbonTax.

4.3.3 Solution Methodology
The problem formulated above is stochastic and linear, and involves both discrete and continuous variables.
Branch-and-cut, which is powerful for mixed-integer linear problems, is therefore used to solve the
problem. In the method, all integrality requirements on variables are first relaxed, and the relaxed problem
can be efficiently solved by using a linear programming method. The solution also provides a lower bound.
If the values of all integer decision variables turn out to be integers, the solution of the relaxed problem is
optimal to the original problem. If not, valid cuts that do not cut off feasible integer solutions are added,
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trying to obtain the convex hull. Once the convex hull is obtained, the values of all integer decision
variables in the solution to the relaxed problem are integers, and this solution is optimal to the original
problem. If the convex hull cannot be obtained by adding cuts, low-efficient branching operations are
needed. Optimization stops when computational time reaches the pre-set stop time or the relative gap
(relative difference between the objectives of the optimal relaxed solution and current integer solution) falls
below the pre-set gap [36].

4.4 Design Problem
In this subsection, the design problem is described in Subsubsection 4.4.1. The mathematical formulation
is established in Subsubsection 4.4.2. The solution methodology are presented in Subsubsection 4.4.3.

4.4.1 Problem Description
The operation problem in Subsection 4.3 is to decide daily operation strategies of microgrids with fixed
device types and sizes to reduce the total daily cost in the short run. While the design problem is to decide
device sizes with given types to reduce the lifetime cost in the long run. It consists of the reliability cost
and the classic components including capital, replacement, O&M, fuel, and emission costs. The O&M,
fuel, emission costs are based on daily operation of devices. For simplicity, four typical season days with
heuristic operation strategies are considered, while operation optimization is not involved in the design
framework.
Consider the design problem for a microgrid over its entire lifetime, N years with each year indexed
by t (1  t  N). Devices include CCHP, natural gas boilers, electrical chillers, PV panels, and batteries,
where their properties such as capital costs, lifetimes, and efficiencies are assumed known. Electricity,
space heating/cooling, and domestic hot water demand for four typical season days is assumed known.
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4.4.2 Problem Formulation
Since the time horizon for design is much longer than that for operation, a linear model is established in
this subsection. Modeling of devices is discussed in Subsubsection 4.4.2.1. The focus is on the lifetime
cost, and the modeling of daily operation is simplified since it is consistent with that in the operation
problem. System balance is briefly presented in Subsubsection 4.4.2.2. The reliability cost is discussed in
detail in Subsubsection 4.4.2.3. The objective function is described in Subsubsection 4.4.2.4.
4.4.2.1

Modeling of devices

The device modeling includes four parts, i.e., costs, operation constraints, energy consumption, and
emissions. The associated cost includes the capital, replacement, O&M, and fuel costs and carbon tax.
Because the device lifetime may not be consistent with the microgrid lifetime, the salvage value, i.e., the
remaining value at the end of the project lifetime, is also taken into account. The design problem is usually
over 20 years, therefore discounting and inflation has to be considered. Based on the above, the net present
cost (NPC) of a device is the present value of all the costs over the project lifetime, minus its salvage value.
Consider a gas turbine in CCHP as an example. For illustration purposes, it is assumed that the lifetime of
the gas turbine is longer than that of the microgrid, and there are no replacement costs. The net present cost
CGTNPC is calculated as follow,
Cap
O&M
CTax
CGTNPC  CGT
 CGTSal / 1  i     CGT
 CGTFuel,t  CGT
/ 1 i ,
,t
,t  
N

T

t

t 1

(4.18)

where CGTCap is the capital cost; CGTSal is the salvage value; CGT,iO&M is the O&M cost of the tth year; CGT,iFuel
and CGT,iCTax are the fuel cost and carbon tax based on fuel consumption, respectively; and i is the discount
rate. With the given nominal discount rate i’ (the rate at which money is borrowed) and the expected
inflation rate f, the real discount rate i can be obtained as follows,

i   i ' f  / 1  f  .

(4.19)

The operation constraints for the gas turbine mainly include the capacity and heat recovery constraints
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as in Eq. (4.1) and (4.4), specifying the generation limit and available heat recovered; and energy
consumption and emissions as in Eq. (4.2) and (4.3). In addition, the operation lifetime constraint is also
considered. The other devices can be modeled in a similar way. The utility grid can also be treated as a
device to the microgrid. Its net present cost includes 1) the capital cost as the interconnection cost for the
microgrid to connect to the grid (e.g., device and installation costs), 2) the fuel cost as buying electricity
from the grid; and 3) the revenue by selling electricity to the grid. PV uncertainties are not considered in
the design problem. This is because the uncertainties will be averaged out as the design time horizon is
much longer than the operation one.
4.4.2.2

Modeling of system balance

In the design problem, the given electricity and thermal demand has to be satisfied for each time slot of
the entire microgrid lifetime as in the operation problem.
4.4.2.3

Reliability cost

The reliability cost includes the capital and replacement costs of fault protection devices such as circuit
breakers and fuses to protect the microgrid from the faults coming from the utility grid, and the cost of
unserved load during power outages. Here, two types of protection devices are considered. The first type
is for synchronized connection with the utility grid such as Current Limiting Protector (CLiP) [37], and the
other is for non-synchronized connection such as GridLink [38]. For the first type: if the generators of the
microgrid fail, the utility grid provides power immediately; and if the utility grid fails, the protection device
trips and the power outage occurs. The cost of unserved load can be calculated as the product of the quantity
of unserved load Pdem,avg (average load), the interruption duration TInterrupt, and estimated interruption cost
CInterrupt ($/kW) [39], i.e.,

CUnserved  Pdem,avgT InterruptC Interrupt .

(4.20)

For the second protection device: the power outage only occurs when the generators of the microgrid and
the utility grid both fail, whose probability is negligible.
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For simplicity, it is assumed that the lifetimes of protection devices are the same as the microgrid’s.
For illustration purposes, let the generators of the microgrid fail f1 times per year and the utility grid fail f2
times per year. Power outages can be categorized into different types according to different causes. For
simplicity, they are categorized into major power outages and general power outages, while the former ones
have longer restoration time. It is assumed that p (%) of the utility grid power outages are major ones with
an average restoration time T1, and the remaining ones are with an average restoration time of T2. Let C1
($/kW) denote the capital cost of the synchronized protection device, and C2 ($) and C3 ($/kW) the
replacement costs of fuses and the device. For non-synchronized one, let C4 ($/kW) denote its capital cost.
For simplicity, the cost of other related devices such as transformers, switchgear, circuit breakers and
protection relay are not considered. This is justified by that the cost of these devices associated with the
synchronized grid-connected microgrid is much higher than that associated with the non-synchronized gridconnected one [40]. With the above data, the reliability costs with the two types of protection devices are
compared in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1. Reliability cost comparison
Synchronized grid-connection

Non-synchronized grid-connection

Cap

C1 × mPmGT,Max

Replace

C

Fuse: C2 per replacement
+ Device: C3 × mPmGT,Max x

/

CUnserved (per
power outage)

Pdem,avg  (pT1 + (1 - p)T2)  CInterrupt

/

C

CReliability (total)

N

C 1  Pm GT , Max  
m

4.4.2.4

t 1

C4 × mPmGT,Max

f 2  c pReplace  cUnserved

p

1  i 

t

C4mPmGT,Max

Objective function

The objective of the design problem is to minimize the lifetime cost of the microgrid, i.e., sum of net present
costs of all devices indexed by d, and the net present reliability cost over the lifetime, i.e.,
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C Lifetime   CdNPC  C Reliability .

(4.21)

d

4.4.3 Problem Description
The problem formulated above is linear and involves both discrete and continuous variables. Since its
complexity increases exponentially as the number of devices sizes increase, only a limited number of
possible combinations of device sizes can be considered. Our idea is to select a certain number of choices
for each device based on load profiles. By applying heuristic operation strategies for distributed devices
and grid power, the total net present cost of devices under different configurations are evaluated. Then the
net present reliability cost is estimated on the top of it. In this way, the total lifetime costs of different
configurations are obtained. In addition, the impacts of uncertain factors such as fuel price and load growth
are analyzed through sensitivity analysis.

4.5 Numerical Results
The method presented above for microgrid operation optimization has been implemented by using IBM
ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio V 12.6.0.0 [36]. The method for design optimization has been
implemented by using HOMER Pro [41]. Testing has been performed on a PC with 2.90GHz Intel
Core(TM) i7 CPU and 16G RAM. Two examples are presented. The first small classroom example is to
illustrate the Markov-based modeling of PV generation in the operation problem, and to show different
components of the lifetime cost in design. The second semi-realistic one based on the Kings Plaza
microgrid in Brooklyn of New York is to show that the operation method is efficient in saving cost and
computation time, and scalable. It is also to compare lifetime costs of different design configurations and
show impacts of uncertain factors in design.
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4.5.1 Example 1.
In this classroom example, a small microgrid is considered. Devices include PV, CCHP (a gas turbine, a
steam generator, a steam-driven absorption chiller, and a heat exchanger), an electric chiller, and a boiler.
Electricity and natural gas can be brought from the grid and station with sufficient capacities. The 10-state
transition matrix for PV generation is obtained from [29]. The time-varying grid price is taken form [42],
where the selling-back price to the grid is set as 90% of the grid price. The natural gas price is obtained
from [43]. The carbon intensity of natural gas is based on [44], and the carbon tax is taken from [35, the
carbon tax for year 2015].

The results for the operation and design problems are presented in

Subsubsections 4.5.1.1 and 4.5.1.2, respectively.
4.5.1.1

Results for the operation problem

The operation problem is for 9 am of a representative summer day in July, where the capacity for the gas
turbine is 1,600 kW, and 200 kW for PV. The optimization problem is solved in about 1.5 seconds. For
comparison purposes, an isolated DES with the same energy devices and not connected to the utility grid
is considered. In addition, a conventional energy system with an electric chiller for space cooling, an
electric heater for space heating, and an electric boiler for domestic hot water is also considered, where all
types of demand are satisfied by grid power directly or indirectly.
For the microgrid, the total cost is $-73.35, while the energy cost is $-89.84 and the carbon tax is
$16.49. The energy cost is negative, which means that the microgrid makes profits by selling electricity
back to the grid. For the isolated DES, the total cost is $98.69, while the energy cost is $86.16 and the
carbon tax is $12.53. This total cost is much higher than that of the microgrid since it cannot buy electricity
from the grid, or sell electricity to the grid. For the conventional energy system, the total cost is $528.68
(no carbon tax), which is much higher than those of the microgrid and DES. This is because during the
daytime of summer, the price of grid power is much higher than that of the electricity from CCHP. For
these three types of energy systems, the PV generation levels, gas turbine (GT) generation levels, and grid
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input under different PV states are shown in Table 4.2. In the table, grid input equals the amount of
electricity from the grid minus the amount of electricity to the grid. While the expected device generation
levels and grid input of the microgrid and the isolated DES are show in Figure 4.2 below.

Table 4.2. Ex1: PV and gas turbine generation levels, and grid input under different PV states

State

PV gen
(kWh)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0
14.14
28.28
42.43
56.57
70.71
84.85
98.99
113.14
127.28

Microgrid
GT gen
Grid input
(kWh)
(kWh)
1600
-600
1600
-614.14
1600
-628.28
1600
-642.43
1600
-656.57
1600
-670.71
1600
-684.85
1600
-698.99
1600
-713.14
1600
-727.28

Isolated DES
GT gen
Grid input
(kWh)
(kWh)
1226.43
0
1218.50
0
1210.57
0
1202.64
0
1194.70
0
1186.77
0
1178.84
0
1170.91
0
1162.97
0
1155.04
0

Conventional
Grid input
(kWh)

2173.5

Based on Table 4.2, for the microgrid, the gas turbine is always working at the maximum capacity
with respect to all PV states. The grid input is negative under all PV states, implying that the microgrid
sells electricity back to the grid. When PV generation increases, the amount of electricity to the grid
increases since more load is covered by PV. For the isolated DES, there is no grid input. As PV generation
increases, the amount of electricity generated by the gas turbine decreases. For the conventional energy
system, the grid input is much higher than those of the other two energy systems since all types of demand
are coved by grid power.
According to Figure 4.2, for the microgrid, the gas turbine generates more electricity to cover load and
sell electricity back to the grid. Space cooling demand is satisfied by the stream-driven chiller with
sufficient stream from exhaust heat. For the isolated DES, the gas turbine generates less electricity, just to
cover load and electricity required by the electric chiller. Since the steam is not enough, the electric chiller
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is used to satisfy the space cooling demand. For domestic hot water, since it can only be met by steam,
operation strategies of the heat exchanger are the same for the two energy systems.

Electricity

Space cooling
1000

1600
800

1300

600

700

kWh

kWh

1000
400
100
-200

200
Microgrid

-500
-800
GridBuy
GT

400

Isolated
DES

0
Microgrid Isolated
DES
-200
Schiller
EChiller

GridSell
PV

Figure 4.2. Ex1: Expected device generation levels and grid input
4.5.1.2

Results for the design problem

In HOMER Pro, there are no cooling related devices, such as absorption chillers or electric chillers. While
the cooling provided by the absorption chiller can be converted to the thermal load required by the chiller,
and the cooling provided by the electric chiller can be converted to the electrical load required by the chiller.
The capital and O&M costs of absorption and electric chillers are ignored. In this example, the electricity
and thermal loads are scaled from the monthly load profiles provide by HOMER Pro. To make the load
data more realistic, it is assumed that the load has an 8% day-to-day variation in each month and an 18%
time step-to-step variation in each day. Based on the load profiles, the capacity range for the gas turbine is
selected from1,600 kW to 2,000 kW with a 50 kW increase. For PV panels, the capacity range is selected
from 100 kW to 200 kW with a 20 kW increase. The cost related data of gas-turbines and PV is obtained
from [45] and [46], while the energy efficiencies are chosen among typical values. The time-varying grid
price and the natural gas price are the same as in the operation problem. The length of the microgrid lifetime
is assumed as 20 years. The nominal discount rate i’ and the expected inflation rate f are 4.98% and 1.68%
(the average values of the monthly interest and inflation rates in the past 6 years [47, 48]), respectively.
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Then the real discount rate i is 3.25% based on Eq. (4.19).
To calculate the reliability costs, it is assumed that the microgrid generator fails 6 times per year [49]
and the utility grid fails 1.5 times per year [50]. Based on outage records of Northeast Utilities, 38% of the
power outage was caused by wind storms with an average restoration time of 8 hours, and the resting has
an average restoration time of 2 hours [51].

For comparison purposes, the isolated DES and the

conventional energy system mentioned in the operation problem are also considered here. For the isolated
DES, the interruption duration is assumed as 4 hours [52].
Total lifetime costs
The total net present costs of devices under different configurations of the microgrid under consideration
are evaluated in HOMER Pro, while the net present reliability costs are estimated on the top of it. Then,
the lifetime cost of each selected configuration is obtained as shown in Table 4.3, as well as those of the
isolated DES and the conventional energy system with specific configurations (the capital and O&M costs
of electrical devices in the conventional system are ignored). For illustration purposes, the results for
configurations with the gas turbine of 1,600 kW, 1,800 kW and 2,000 kW, and PV of 100 kW and 200 kW
are presented.
Table 4.3. Ex1: Total lifetime costs of different microgrid configurations
CCap+
GridType
CReplace
connection
(M$)
Syn
9.12
1600+100
Non
9.12
Syn
9.33
1600+200
Non
9.33
Syn
9.98
1800+100
Microgrid
Non
9.98
Syn
10.19
1800+200
Non
10.19
Syn
10.83
2000+100
Non
10.83
2000+200
Syn
11.05
GT
+ PV
(kW)

CO&M
(M$)

CFuel
(M$)

CGrid
(M$)

CCTax
(M$)

CpReliability
(M$)

CNPC
(M$)

2.07
2.07
2.09
2.09
2.32
2.32
2.35
2.35
2.58
2.58
2.6

10.31
10.31
10.31
10.31
11.56
11.56
11.56
11.56
12.81
12.81
12.81

-11.28
-11.28
-11.56
-11.56
-13.83
-13.83
-14.11
-14.11
-16.37
-16.37
-16.65

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.68
1.68
1.68
1.68
1.86
1.86
1.86

2.71
1.2
2.71
1.2
2.85
1.35
2.85
1.35
2.99
1.5
2.99

14.28
12.77
14.21
12.71
14.41
12.91
14.35
12.85
14.54
13.05
14.48
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Isolated
1600+200
DES
Conventio
/
nal system

Non
/

11.05
7.33

2.6
2.07

12.81
5.13

-16.65
0

1.86
0.77

1.5
2.19

12.99
17.33

/

0

0

0

20.26

0

1.3

21.56

Each configuration of the microgrid under consideration has a lower lifetime cost than those of the
isolated DES and the conventional system, no matter synchronized or non-synchronized grid-connection,
although there is a high grid interconnection cost ($2M, scaled from [53]). The conventional system has
the highest total lifetime cost. This is mainly because the microgrid can make profits by selling electricity
to the grid when the grid price is high. For the same configuration of the microgrid, the lifetime cost with
non-synchronized grid-connection is lower than that under synchronized grid-connection, which will be
explained later. The best configuration with the lowest lifetime cost is the one with a gas turbine of
1,600kW and PV panels of 200 kW.
Reliability costs
To show how the total reliability costs are calculated in Table 4.3, the details are discussed here. For the
microgrid under consideration, each part in the total reliability costs is explained in Table 4.1. For the
isolated DES, no protection devices are needed to prevent the faults coming from the utility grid. When
the generator goes down and there is no power supply, costs of unserved load occur, which can be calculated
by Eq.(4.20). For the conventional energy system, since there are no distributed generators, no protection
devices are needed, either. When the grid goes down, there will be costs of unserved load. The reliability
costs for the microgrid with a gas turbine of 1,600kW and PV panels of 200 kW under two types of gridconnection, and those of the isolated DES (same device configuration as the microgrid) and the
conventional system with no protection devices are compared in Table 4.4 as follows.
Table 4.4. Ex1: Reliability costs for different energy systems

Synchronized connection
CCap

79.5 [54] × 1600 = $0.127M

Non-Synchronized
Isolated DES
connection
750 [56] × 1600
/
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Conventional
system
/

= $1.2M
CReplace
CUnserved
(per power
outage)

Fuse: $0.045M per
replacement [54]
Device: 29 [54] ×
1600=$0.0464M
518  (38%  8+ 62%  2)
12.1 ([55])=$0.027M

CReliability
(total)

/
/

$2.71M

$1.2M

/

/

518  4  12.1 = 1164  (38% 
$0.025M
8+ 62%  2) 
12.1 = $0.06M
$2.19M

$1.3M

Under synchronized grid-connection, the total reliability cost is $2.71M. Under non-synchronized
grid-connection, the total reliability cost is $1.2M. Although the capital cost of the protection device for
non-synchronized connection is very high as compared to that for synchronized connection, the cost of
unserved load is 0. For the isolated DES, since there is no protection device, its total reliability cost is much
lower than that of the microgrid. The conventional system has a higher reliability cost than the isolated
DES since the utility grid is assumed to fail more frequently than generators, and the average electrical load
of the conventional system is higher as all types of demand are satisfied by grid power.

4.5.2 Example 2.
This example is semi-realistic based on the microgrid of Kings Plaza in Brooklyn, NY, U.S. It is to show
that the total energy and emission costs can be reduced by the optimized operation of the microgrid, and to
compare lifetime costs of different design configurations and show impacts of uncertain factors in design.
In this example, all devices mentioned in Section III are considered. The cost related data is the same as
the first example. The hourly electricity, space heating/ cooling, and demand domestic hot water demand
of four representative days is built based on [57-60]. For each representative season day, the hourly energy
demand is calculated as the average of the energy demand in the corresponding hour of all days in this
season. The stop mixed-integer programming (MIP) gap is 0.5% for the operation problem. The results
for the operation and design problems are presented in Subsubsections 4.5.2.1 and 4.5.2.2, respectively.
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4.5.2.1

Results for the operation problem

In the operation problem, the total capacity for gas turbines is 6,400 kW, 500 kW for PV, and 500 kW for
the battery. For a winter day with one hour as a time interval, the daily cost of the microgrid under
consideration is 3,583 $/day, while the energy cost is 2,436 $/day whereas the carbon tax is 1,147 $/day.
For comparison purposes, an isolated DES with the same energy devices is considered, as well as the
conventional energy system mentioned in Example 1. For the isolated DES, the daily cost is 6,264 $/day,
while the energy cost is 5,469 $/day and the carbon tax is 795 $/day. For the conventional system, the daily
cost is 13,663 $/day (no carbon tax). Among the three energy systems, the microgrid has the lowest daily
cost by using grid power or distributed energy devices whatever is cheaper.
To analyze the optimized operation strategies, a particular scenario of PV generation is presented in the
following. To demonstrate that the total energy and emission costs can be reduced by the optimized
operation of the microgrid, the total costs of each representative season day under the optimized and
heuristic operation are compared. The Monte Carlo simulation is also performed on these four days.
Optimized operation strategies for a particular scenario
The particular scenario in the typical winter day is selected, where the PV generation at each time is
at state 5. By solving the operation optimization problem for this scenario, the hourly grid power price,
electrical load, electricity provided by CCHP, and grid input are shown in Figure 4.3 below.
Electricty
7000

0.15

5000
0.1

1000
-1000

0.05

$/kWh

kWh

3000

-3000
-5000
Load

CCHP

GridInput

PV

0
Grid Price

Figure 4.3. Ex2: Hourly grid price, electrical load, electricity provided by CCHP, and grid input
When the grid price is low, e.g., from 0:00 to 5:00, the grid input is positive and the microgrid buys
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electricity to cover all the electrical load. During 6:00 to 7:00, CCHP begins to generate electricity and the
grid input decreases. When the grid price is high since 8:00, CCHP generates electricity at its maximum
capacity to cover the load and to sell to the grid, so the grid input is negative. In addition, PV panels also
cover partial electrical load during the day time.
Optimized and heuristic operation strategies
To evaluate the optimized operation strategies, the heuristic operation strategies are also considered.
For CCHP, the selected heuristic strategies are as follows: four engines during day time in summer and
three in other seasons; and two engines on from 23:00 to 7:00. For battery, it is assumed that it charges
during day time and discharges at night under the heuristic operation strategy. For a typical day in each
season, the daily costs with the optimized and heuristic operation strategies are compared in Table 4.5. The
CPU time is also presented.
Table 4.5. Ex2: Optimized and heuristic operation of the microgrid
Season
Spring
Summer
Fall
Winter

Operation
strategy
Optimized
Heuristic
Optimized
Heuristic
Optimized
Heuristic
Optimized
Heuristic

Energy
cost ($)
2,117
3,631
-2,856
-2,011
2,532
4,441
2,436
4,049

Carbon
tax ($)
1,097
1,008
1,117
1,241
1,117
993
1,147
1,073

Total cost ($) CPU time (s)
3,214
4,639
-1,739
-770
3,649
5,434
3,583
5,122

8.2
/
9.3
/
9.5
/
8.6
/

For each season, the daily cost is reduced by more than 40% under the optimized operation as
compared with that obtained under the heuristic operation. The relative difference between the daily costs
obtained by the optimized and heuristic operation in summer is the largest among the four seasons. This is
because the microgrid makes more profits by the optimized operation in summer when the grid price is very
high. For this problem, the CPU time is about 9 seconds, while it is 1.5 seconds for the one-hour problem
in Example 1. The computational time is nearly linear to the problem size. Therefore the method is efficient
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in saving cost and computation time, and scalable for large microgrids.
Monte Carlo simulation
To evaluate the optimization results, 1,000 Monte Carlo simulation runs are performed with 10-state
transition matrices for the four typical season days. Modeling accuracy is measured by the absolute
percentage error (APE), the ratio of the absolute difference between optimization and simulation costs to
the simulation cost. The standard deviation (STD) of scenario costs reflects its variation. Results of the
four typical season days are summarized in Table 4.6.
Table 4.6. Ex2: Simulation results for microgrid operation
Season
Spring
Summer
Fall
Winter

Simulation cost ($)
3,213
-1,752
3,646
3,580

Optimization Cost ($)
3,214
-1,739
3,649
3,583

APE (%)
0.03
0.76
0.09
0.10

STD ($)
1.21
8.75
1.74
1.45

It can be seen that the absolute percentage errors are all within 1% for all seasons, demonstrating the
modeling accuracy. The APE and STD in summer are the largest among the four seasons, since the
variation of PV generation is the largest in summer in this example.
4.5.2.2

Results for the design problem

For the design problem, the cost related data including the reliability costs is the same as in Example 1.
The hourly load is obtained based on the four typical days mentioned in the operation problem above.
Similar to Example 1, an 8% day-to-day variation in each season and an 18% time step-to-step variation in
each day are considered. Based on the load profiles, the capacity range for each gas turbine is selected from
1,600 kW to 3,200 kW with a 400 kW increase. As for PV panels, its total capacity range is selected from
200 kW to 500 kW with a 50 kW increase. The battery is from 200 kW to 500 kW with a 50 kW increase,
and its cost related data is taken from [61]. When the grid price is high, grid power is not allowed to charge
the battery, and when the price is low, the battery cannot discharge for selling electricity to the grid. The
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lifetime of the microgrid is assumed as 20 years. In this subsection, lifetime costs of different configurations
are compared. The impacts of uncertain factors, load and fuel prices, are also discussed.
Total costs
By solving the design problem, the total lifetime costs of selected configurations of the microgrid under
consideration are presented in Table 4.7. As in Example 1, it is assumed that each microgrid generator fails
6 times per year [49] and the four generators are parallel. According to fault tree analysis, the overall CHP
fails 1.64 times per year [62]. The utility grid fails 1.5 times per year [50]. The total lifetime costs of the
isolated DES and the conventional energy system with specific configurations (the capital and O&M costs
of electrical devices in the conventional system are ignored) are also considered. For illustration purposes,
the configurations with a total gas turbine capacities of 6,400 kW, 9,600 kW, and 12,800kW, PV of 200
kW and 500 kW, and battery of 500 kW are selected and presented. In addition, the configuration with a
total gas turbine capacity of 12,800kW, PV panels of 500 kW and battery of 200 kW is also presented.
The comparison among the three systems is similar to that of Example 1. The microgrid has lowest
lifetime cost, and the conventional system has the highest one. While for the same microgrid configuration,
the lifetime cost with non-synchronized grid-connection is lower than that under synchronized gridconnection. Different to Example 1, the higher the total capacity of gas turbines, the lower the total lifetime
cost of the microgrid. This is because the additional profits made by selling electricity to the grid exceeds
the additional costs (e.g., O&M, reliability costs), opposite to Example 1. In addition, based on the last two
microgrid configurations with different battery sizes, the higher the capacity of the battery, the higher the
total lifetime cost of the microgrid. In daily operation, the battery can provide electricity when the sun is
covered by clouds to dampen the intermittency of PVs. Here the PV generation is deterministic, where its
uncertainties are not involved. Also since heuristic operation strategies are considered in the design
problem, the economic benefits of batteries are not fully explored. In summary, the best design with the
lowest lifetime cost is the configuration with a total gas turbine capacity of 12,800kW, PV panels of 500
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kW, and battery of 200 kW.
Table 4.7. Ex2: Lifetime costs of different microgrid configurations
GT
+ PV
GridType
+Battery connection
(kW)
6400+200 Syn
+ 500 Non
6400+500 Syn
+ 500 Non
9600+200 Syn
+ 500 Non
Micro 9600+500 Syn
grid
+ 500 Non
12800+20 Syn
0 + 500 Non
12800+50 Syn
0 + 500 Non
12800+50 Syn
0 + 200 Non
Isolated 12800+50 /
DES
0 + 500
Conventio
/
/
nal
system

CCap+
CReplace
(M$)

CO&M
(M$)

CFuel
(M$)

CGrid
(M$)

CCTax
(M$)

CpReliability
(M$)

CNPC
(M$)

30.60
31.33
31.07
31.07
38.98
38.98
39.45
39.45
44.86
44.86
45.34
45.34
45.24
45.24
33.34

12.44
11.67
12.48
12.48
15.70
15.70
15.77
15.77
19.49
19.49
19.57
19.57
19.46
19.46
5.40

27.2
28.25
27.09
27.09
34.00
34.00
33.96
33.96
42.01
42.01
42.00
42.00
42.01
42.01
23.62

-16.52
-16.52
-17.19
-17.19
-36.89
-36.89
-37.67
-37.67
-59.11
-59.11
-59.94
-59.94
-60.40
-60.40
0

3.96
3.96
3.94
3.94
4.95
4.95
4.94
4.94
6.11
6.11
6.11
6.11
6.11
6.11
3.44

8.34
4.8
8.34
4.8
10.62
7.2
10.62
7.2
12.89
9.6
12.89
9.6
12.89
9.6
2.85

56.8
53.82
56.46
52.92
53.85
50.43
53.51
50.1
51.23
47.94
50.9
47.61
50.27
46.98
61.99

0

0

0

70.3

0

4.95

75.22

In the operation problem, for the microgrid with a total gas turbine capacity of 6,400kW, PV panels
of 500 kW and battery of 500 kW, the daily costs of each seasons are obtained as shown in Table 4.5. With
the interest rate mentioned in Example 1and the length of each season, the sum of the total energy cost and
carbon tax over the lifetime is approximated as $10.8M and $18.0M under the optimized and heuristic
operation. While in the design problem, this number is $13.8M (CFuel + CGrid + CCTax) based on Table 4.7.
This implies that the lifetime energy and emission cost is significantly reduced by the optimized operation.
Effects of uncertain factors
To evaluate the effects of load and fuel price growth, sensitivity analysis is performed on two values for
the natural gas price and two for the average electrical load. With the four combinations of them, the
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lifetime costs for the microgrid with a total gas turbine capacity of 12,800kW, PV panels of 500 kW and
battery of 200 kW are compared in Table 4.8 as follows.
Table 4.8. Ex2: Sensitivity analysis

Natural gas price

Average Load

Grid-Cone

0.27$/m3

2,479kW

Syn
Non
Syn
Non
Syn
Non
Syn
Non

0.297$/m3
(10% increase)

2,727kW
(10% increase)
2,479kW
2,727kW
(10% increase)

Total
lifetime cost (M$)
50.9
47.61
54.91
51.62
55.37
51.79
59.4
55.83

Compared with the
nominal (%)
/(Nominal)
/(Nominal)
7.88
8.42
8.78
8.78
16.7
17.27

Under both synchronized and non-synchronized grid-connection, fuel price growth has a little bit more
effects on the total lifetime cost than load growth. This is because the profits made by the microgrid is
closely related to the fuel price. Natural gas price almost has the same effects on the lifetime costs under
two types of grid connections, while load growth has more under non-synchronized grid-connection.

4.6 Implications for Regulators and Distribution Utilities
The implications of the above models, methods and results on operation and design of microgrids with
renewables for regulators and distribution utilities are discussed below.
Historically, electric power distribution companies (DISCOs) have been working as investor-owned
regulated monopolies in the United Kingdom (UK) and many states in the US. DISCOs own and operate
distribution infrastructures to provide unidirectional delivery of power from upstream merchant generators
to downstream consumers. This unidirectional engineering and transactional arrangement is often referred
to as a cost-of-service business model. Cost-of-service regulators require DISCOs to approximate the
optimal investment and operation of the distribution network using discounted cash flow tools or net present
value analysis as standard approaches for investment decision-making [63]. However, once the investment
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decision is made, the net present value approach assumes that there is no scope for managers to react to
new information, although in practice many investments confer future options and management flexibility.
In addition, the net present value approach ignores flexibility with regard to timing of an investment
decision. Its static nature means that it systematically undervalues investment opportunities which provide
future options. Under certain circumstances, e.g., significant uncertainty and flexibility, the net present
value approach can lead to poor policy and investment decisions.
More recently, national regulators in the UK and state regulators in New York and California have
begun implementing performance-based regulatory reform to convert DISCOs to a bi-directional two-sided
platform business model. This platform enables downstream customers who install more reliable, less
expensive and more environmentally sustainable distributed generation to interconnect to and transact with
the utility grid. The downstream customers can sell spinning reserves, demand response, power quality
services to the distribution network, and buy stand-by power from the network. DISCOs will earn income
from the performance of the engineering and transactional platform that they own and manage [64, 65].
Under the two-sided platform business model, most DISCOs in the UK use approaches similar to real
options analysis to account for the flexibility of distributed energy resources [65]. Real options analysis
(based on Monte Carlo simulations) seeks to value flexibility embedded within the investment option and
flexibility of delaying the investment through time [63, pp. 4]. So far, New York and California regulators
have persisted in the use of less accurate discounted cash flow techniques from cost-of-service regulation
to approximate the resource optimization in two-sided platform business models mandated by performancebased regulatory reform [67, 68].
Beyond the methods mentioned above, some regulators and DISCOs are still looking for more
sophisticated optimization tools. The optimization models, methods and results demonstrated in this
chapter have shown that mixed-integer programming can deliver accurate optimization results with off-theshelf computational tools (CPLEX and HOMER Pro), and does not substantially increase the complexity
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of the applied use of the tools by regulators and DISCO planners.

4.7 Conclusion
This chapter investigates operation and design optimization of microgrids. From the energy and emission
point of view, a mixed-integer model is established for operation. PV uncertainties are modeled by a
Markovian process. For effective coordination, other devices are modeled as Markov processes with states
depending on PV states. The entire problem is stochastic and Markovian, and solved by using branch-andcut. For design, a linear model is established to evaluate the microgrid lifetime cost, where the reliability
cost is obtained based on the microgrid configuration and the cost of unserved load during power outages.
With a limited number of possible combinations of device sizes, exhaustive search is used to find the
optimized design. Numerical results show that the operation method is efficient in saving cost and scalable,
and the lifetime cost is reduced by the optimized design. The optimization models, methods and results
demonstrated in this chapter shows that mixed-integer programming can deliver accurate optimization
results with off-the-shelf computational tools, and does not substantially increase the complexity of the
applied use of the tools by regulators and DISCO planners.
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